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know that any such ability is claimed for her.
The greatest difficulty would Is; that the crew
would have very dark and close quarters in
the cabin. The models of the new Monitors
an- slightly altered to make them much better
sea boats, and to give them
greater speed. They
will be propellers, like the Monitor, with deck
close to the water-line.
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Iron Works, and of those in process of construction at Jersey
City, Boston,
Brooklyn and Philadelphia, but the details
are almost purely technical, and differ so
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From the New York World.
Owr Future Naval Power.

We stated the other day that the Navy Department had contracted with the shipbuilder!!
and iron manufacturers of the country for the
construction of a sufficient number of iron-clad

vessels,

from the paramount necessity,

now so keenly
felt, of possessing a navy worthy of the nation
be
to
with
the
means
of main—b,
provided
taining its authority in southern waters when
the armies of the rebellion shall be dispersed
and when there is no further need of any large

land forces. The South is vulnerable in all
parts of her territory to the approach of gunlioats, and, with every important point commanded and every avenue ofapprosch and penetration guarded and patroled by Union vessels, the plan of carrying on a guerrilla warfare in the swamps, which is now relied on as
a last resort, will bo absurd, and
impossible of
execution. For those implacable secessionists
who, tbr the sake of a miserable principle,
would spend their lifetime in mire and marsh,
nobodycould wish them a more appropriate
fate. Their fair lands that lie upon the sides
of the fertilizing streams will bud and blossom
again under the old flag, and it matters little
how long a few desperate rebeb court the society of alligators. The avenues of commerce,
the sources of wealth and prosperity, the
thoroughfares of communication w itii the outside world, will inevitably, through federal dominion,be commanded by invincible Union ironclads, that will fear neither the navies that sail
In the ocean outside, or the malcontents that
nurse a vain hate among the interior marshes.

[Here follows a list of the iron-clad vesseb
in process of construction, with the names of
tueir builders and the places where building.]
TUE SIX ERICSSON BATTERIES.

Capt. Ericsson

lias contracted with the government to build six new Monitors. They
will he constructed on the general plan of the
Monitor, though it is unnecessary to state that
in the building of new vessels each one will
have peculiarities of its own. TTiey will Ik*
much more powerful than the Monitor, though
built on the same principle. Some of them
will be about 300 feet in length, while the Monitor is only 170 feet long—a difference of 130
feet In favor of the new ones. These will he,
by far the. most imwerful vessels on the ocean.
It is not deemi*d exjiedient to publish the details of their plan now, but is sufficient to know
that a vessel of this size, anne.il with a l.Vinch
gnn, throwing a shell of a thousand pounds
weight, could very easily sink the Warrior or
flloire. Each will be of 1.0S5 tons burden,
1,450 tons displacement, and 11 feet, draft.
They will be armed with two 15-ineh gunsgmd
the contract price is $400,000 each. Several
deficiencies in the Monitor will lie rectified in
these liaUeries, the pilot-house being placed
on the revolving turret, and veutillaliou
passing through the roof of the latter instead of
through the dark. The turrets are 21 feet in
diamuter, and 11 inches thick—which is 3
Inches thicker than the Monitor's. Their
speed will Ik* ten miles per hour. The plates
are being rolled in Maryland and
Pennsylvania. All tile rest of the iron for frames,
to
several
thoufastenings, Ac., Ac., amounting
sand tons, is Is'ing made by Corning, Winslow
A Co., ami the Rensselaer iron Company, at
their works in Troy. Four of the vessels are
to Ik* completed by tbe 1st of August, and t wo
by the Hrst of.September. Some twenty-eight
hundred men are at work upon these six vessels, and it is confidently believed by the eontractor- that they will have them completed
within the stipulated time.
The m hole six an* intended for sea service
as well as for the protection of’harbors.
It is
a mistaken idea to supiKise that these vessels
are unfit for long voyages.
The mil of the
Monitor to Hampton Roads, as far a.- it proved
anything, seemed to vindicate the opposite as
the troth. There were some difficulties with
trilling matters, such as the water breaking
over the smoke-stack ami leaking through the
deck, but otherwise the Monitor proved Iterself a good sea-going lsiat. Captain Ericsson
claimed lor tier that she could live in a sea
where any other vessel could live, as she is
constructed on the principle of the life-boat,
ami we have not heard of anything to invalidate the truth of hb theory in regard to her.
Nothing has happened yet to demonstrate
that the Monitor could not make a voyage to
EurojK.* with perfect safety, although we don’t

The fol-

lowing

for

to be completed by autumn, to render
the United States one of the strongest naval
powers on earth. The invention of the Monitor and the conflict at Hampton Roads marked
an era in the naval
history of this governmentThe service of the Monitor to the country will
have been sufficient if it ends with having accomplished the great result of leading the nation to understand the neressitv of* mrktia (in.
merous and powerful navy, anil with teaching
us the lesson of the superiority of iron over
wood as a material of building in ever) important requisite of attack or defense.
The people
cannot complain now of any inactivity in the
in
the
matter
of
Navy Department
building a
navy. It is not generally realized, perhaps,
although the filets have been casually published here and there for the last two'or three
months, what vast preparations are going on
in our midst in t his direction. It is a fact t hat
almost every large available establishment in
the country for the construction of iron-clad
vessels Is now being worked night, and day
with the greatest, activity. We give below a
definite description oflwelve such vessels that
are now building, in addition to the
Monitor,
Galena, and Naugatuck. A number of them
will be ready by the first of August, and they
will all be comiiieted during the autumn.
Some of them will be of a more formidable
eharifter than any now afloat in either hemisphere. We shall be by autumn the most powful nation oo the gloia* in the matter of an ironclad navy. The whole magnificent resources
of our country in the building of such vessels
have been called into use. The Department
lias spoken the word, and an armor-clad navy
lias been evoked with a rapidity that would fie
impoaaible In any other country, and that is
marvellous here. The special object of the
government in this movement—aside,of course,

new

j

the sides of such a vessel as the Merrimac, led
to the building of the new vessels of a size that
would obviate any such difficulty. The Monitor had 11-inch guns, firing shells weighing 1«!>
pounds with about 12 pounds of powder. New
guns, of a size that has never been used before
in naval warfare, are being now constructed at
Fort Pitt, Pa., for the new gunboats, and several of them have arrived at the Brooklyn Navy
Yard. One of them at the yard, alone weighs
17,202 pounds. The Scientific American speaks
of this class of guns as follows:
“The total length of each will be thirteen
feet five Inches; depth of bore a hundred and
thirty Inches; diameter of Imre fifteen inches;
greatest diameter forty-eight inches; diameter
at the muzzle in the rough thirty-eight inches.
This muzzle, however, is to be turned off to
twenty-six and a half inches, and from thence
taper up to nothing at the lew line (a line
struck through at the base of the cylindrical
bore.) The thickness of metal outside of the
bore at the Irase line will be sixteen and a half
inches; from this line to the outside of the circle it will be twenty-four inches. A small tapering gas chamber will bo fonned behind the
Imre at the tvise line, a hole one-IUth of an inch
will Ire drilled one inch l*ack from the centre-,
then carried straight up the top forming the
vent. These guns, when finished, will not only
bc the largest hut the treat and most beautiful
navy guns in the world. They are not to be
cast solid, as has been usual with navy guns
heretofore, but they will Ire cast hollow and
cooled upon ( apt. Iiodman’s principle. It
would Ire impossible to obtain a good sound,
solid easting of such a size, hence the necessity for casting hollow. Under Major W. Wade,
ex|K-riment» were made with an K-inchColumIriad cast solid at Fort Pitt works, and another
cast hollow, and cooled inside with water; also
with two 10-inch Columhiads, one made solid
and the other cast hollow, each pair having
boon cast from the same metal and furnace.
The result showed the hollow cast guns to be
much the strongest.
“Each of the Monitor class of vessels armed
witli them will be able to hurl shot weighing
42b pounds, which is nearly three times the
weight of tire round shot tired from the largest
Armstrong guns yet made for the British

navy.”

THURSDAY

Masonry in Maine, from its first introduction, has made a healthy progress, and not-

that many of our Lodges were
located in towns with a small population, aud
the bitter and unrelenting persecution
they
suffered a few years since, I believe J am correct in stating that all ol the
chartered
Lodges
previous to 1830 have resumed work and are
in active operation, with four exceptions.
We have five Lodges in the State, whose
charters date in the 18th century—all in active
operation—Portland, Warren, Lincoln, Hancock and Kennebec.
All Lodges chartered previous to 1820 were
under the jurisdiction of the Grand
Lodge of
Massachusetts. On the 1st day of June, 1820,
consent of the Grand Iaalgc oi* Massachusetts
having been obtained for the organization of an
independent Grand Lodge in the State of
Maine (formerly a Province of Massachusetts)
and for a just division of the charity and other fiinds of the
institution, Representatives
from 24 Lodges met and proceeded to
organize said Grand Lodge, and M. W., Hon. Win.
King, Esq., first Governor of the State, was
elected its first Grand Master. On the
day
following, June 2, M. W. William King was
introduced into the hall, received and saluted
in due form, and on taking the chair delivered
an address, which 1 cannot forbear
incorporatinto these brief remarks.
The address was as follows:
“It- W. and W. officers and members of this
^
Grand Lodge: In the circumstances under
which I have appeared before you to enter
upon the office to which
you have been pleased
to elevate me, I can do little
more, at this time,
than express my acceptance of the trust, and
say to you that according to the best of my
ability I will endeavor to discharge its duties.
It would have been much more agreeable to
me, at least for the present, to have appeared
in the Grand Lodge only as a private Brother:
but as Masonry teaches us to
regard the duties
we owe to God aud the
community as paramount to all others, I will endeavor to perform
them by attending to the wishes of
my brethren rather than gratify my own.”
Such was the address of our first G. M. in
this State. Since that date we have had 20
Grand Masters, many of them w ell belovedmany of them gone to the Grand Lodge above
—but among them all, none,
perhajis, whose
memory is more highly cherished than that of

William King.
I have tlius given you in brief a
history of
the first Lodge chartered In Maine, with that
of its Grand Lodge. What further I
might
say in connection with the part assigned me,
must necessarilly be a rehearsal of
dry facta
and figure*.
On Falmouth neck, where 11 Masons
petitioned for a charter in 1708, we have now three
subordinate Lodges, with an aggregate of 483
members, and probably more than 100 nou-af-

filiated Masons.
In 1820, as belore stated, 24
Lodges met for
the purpose of organizing a Grand
Lodge for
the State; now- we have 111
chartered, Ac.,
with

of more than 6000.
What better statistics can I give you of the
progress of Masonry in Maine, than to point
you to the living assemblage before me, anil
say that here are the devotees of this noble,
charitable, and time-enduriug institution, from
a

membership

Suite, from our parent State of Massachusetts, aud from our sister Suites, met here
on this occasion
to celebrate the centennial
anniversary of it* introduction into the line
Tree StaU- ? This audience is of
age and it
*{K-aks lor itself.
omureu imm our
parent state (the Old

our own

Masonic*—Historical Address.
The following historical Address was delivered by W. Master Moses Dodge, of Portland
Lodge, in the City Hall, on the occasion of the
Masonic celebration:
Brother Masons:—The time, the occasion
and the circumstances connected with it, have
conspired to tiring me la-fore you as one of the
s|s-akers on this memorable day. The principles, tin- teaching, the design aiid the mission
of Free Masonry, you arc not to learn from tne.
It is my province simply to give you in the
few moments allotted me some of tile historical
facts and chronological dates connected with
the introduction of Masonry into what is now
the (State of Maine, and its progress and prosperity here. In doing so I must of necessity
bring to your nottce Old Portland Lodge No.
1, (formerly the “Lodge at Falmouth” or “Falmouth Lodge,”) as a representative of which
I have the honor of appearing before this
aug-

assemblage.
Ancient Falmouth, the seat of the first chartered Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons in
Maine (then a part of the old Commonwealth
ust

of Massachusetts,) originally included the
city
of Portland and the towns of Cape Elizals-lh,
Falmouth and Westbrook. The |M>puIation of
Falmouth in 1782 I ant not able to ascertain.
A note w ritten on part of the hack of a letter
by Parson Smith, Sept. 27, 1750, states that on
the Neck (now Portland proper) there were
“13® houses and 22 double families, in all 108
families.” From this data, the historian of
Portland, Hon. Mr. Willis, fixes the population
Of the Neck at that period at 000. In 1704 the
population of Falmouth, by a census taken that
year, was :4770, and that of the Province of
Maine 54,020.
The year 17(i2—between these dates—occupies a prominent position in our minds to-day,
but I am not able to And any historical fact
connected with our Order during that year.
The records of the Falmouth Lodge show
that, on the 20th day of March, 17«2, and of
Masonry 5752, the {tight Worshipful Jeremiah
(Iridley, E*q., Grand Master of the Ancient
and Honorable Society of Free and
Accepted
Masons in North America, grauted to several
brethren of the society residing in Falmouth,
in the.county of Cumberland, within the Province of Massachusetts Bay, in order that “Masonry might increase ail'd flourish in those

parts,” a warrant or constitution, nominating,
ordaining, constituting and appointing our K.
W.and well-beloved Bro. Alexander Boss.
Esq.,
to be the first Master of the Lodge at Falmouth,
“—r”

wu ur

together, form

them into a regular lodge,
choose Uieir Wardens and other officers, and
so*nmially, to receive members and exercise
all the prerogatives of a chartered lodge.
This Deputation, as it is termed in Uie language of that day. having been in “abeyance”
by reason of the "business of Bro. Alexander
Boss, Esq., being great, und his infirmities
greater,” in December, 17118, a petition was
forwarded to the K. W. John Kowe, Esq.,
Grand Master of Masons for North
America,
for a renewal of the Deputation, and on March
80,1769, aud on Masonry, 57(H), "It. W. John
Kowe, Esq., Provincial Grand Master of the
Ancient and honorable Society of F. and A.
Masons for nil North America, where no other
Grand Master is appointed,” “by virtue of the
great trust, power and authority rejiosed in
him by his Grace the R W. Henry Somerset,
Duke of Beaufort and G. M. of Masons,” did
renew the Deputation to congregate the Brethren of Falmouth, form
them into a regular
Lodge, with Win. Tyng, Esq., as their tirst
M aster, and empowered them to exercise ail
the ilowers und prerogatives of a chartered
run

Lodge.

It is a matter of regret Uiat the names of the
tirst ]M‘titioners for a deputation or constitution are not on record. There were eleven
names signed to the petition for the renewal of
it in 17t!S; seven of these wen-present, togeUier with four members of the Grand Lodge of
New Hampshire, (of whom the only surviving
one is Brother Andrew Pierce of Dover, N.
U., aud whom I am glad to say is in our city
to-day,) with R W. Brother Win. Tyng. Master, ami one other brother, not a petitioner, at
a meeting held May 8, 17HI, at which time the
subordinate officers w ere tilled,a committee on
by-laws appointed, &c.
This, then, is the early history of Uie introduction of Masonry into Maine, und the present year completes one century since a
tation or c harter was granted ibr a lodge wiUiiu its past jurisdiction.
1 presume I shall lie pardoned if, in thiseonncction, 1 add u lew brief statistics of this
Lodge, which changed its title to Portland
Lodge when Falmouth Neck was named Portland. It kept up its organization from this
early dale, with the exception of an interregnum from December, 1807, to March, 181 i,
when its charter remained in the archives of
the Grand Lodge of Massachusetts through
the curly days of the Revolutionary war and
the still darker days of tin: Morgan-Anti-Masonie, political crusade.
It has had 28 Masters, and has initiated more
than 875 candidates into the mysteries of Free
Masonry, and although it has contributed its
quota of inemliers for two other flourishing
Lodges in our city, it returned to the Grand
Lodge the present year 200 members.

depu-

PROSPECTUS

Commonwealth), we

happy

and gratified
to know that “Auld
Lang Sync*’ i» not forgotand
that
have
made this social call on
ten,
you
a younger branch of the
family, and we are
to
be
able
to
proud
say to you that the attendance of the brethren of our own State, and the
statistics we have given you is good ami sufficient proof that we have not been unmindful
of the injunction given in the early
ages of the
world, “to be fruitful ami multiply.”
I have not searched the history of our State
to find the statistics of Masonry, as ours is not
a society that courts
public notice or applause.
As early as 1774 I’arson Smith, in his journal,
under date Dec. 25, says: “I almost killed
myself in praying at the funeral of Jere Tucker,”
and again under date Dee. 27, “I prayed with
the Freemasons, and had uncommon assistance, tlmuk (lod I”
The landmarks and regulations of Free Masonry. and its principles and teachings, .thave
not changed for ages; but some of the' customs of the fraternity, like those of
society in
general, change witli the change of time and
the changes constantly going on in this mutable world. Some, no doubt, are for the better,
and others for the worse. In the earlier davs
of Masonry in Maine, the festival of St. John
the Baptist, which we are commemorating on
this 24th of June, and that also of St. John
the Evangelist on the 27th of December, were
witli few exceptions, promptly and punctually kept as sacred festivals; and in diet the provisions of the charter enjoined it upon the
brethren to keep these and other Masonic feast
days. In latter days this practice lias l>een
much neglected, as we cannot but believe to
tlie injury of the craft. Better,
proliahly far
better for us if our social
gatherings were
more

are

frequent.

On the other

hand, I learn from the records
of Portland Lodge that when then* was no
other in town it was deemed lies! to
appoint a
committee to purchase liquors for the use of
the Lodge, at wholesale, rather than
pay so

much more money as percentage or as commissions to retail dealers. Custom lias so
changed tliat for a long series of years last
past, no Lodge in this city, and I presume
none in the State, has found
any necessity for
the appointment of such a committee, and 1
believe the change in this respect cannot have
Is'cn injurious to the welfare and prosperity of
tile fraternity.
Were this the proper time and place, I could
irive the date of the charter of
in
the State in their chronological
order, with
tlieir nuinlier of members, for nearly
every
year for the century past, with the names of
their Masters, Ac.
Many of those intimately connected with
the introduction and progress of Masonry in
this State have been men who have occupied
high, proud and honorable |>oeitious in the
commercial, professional and (mlitical world.
Without making any invidious distinction, we
may safely name a Preble, an Oxnard, a Storer, a Hopkins, a Fox, a Swan, a Itackliir, a
Seaver, a Gaboon and a (’ha*-.
Since the organization of our Grand Lodge,
among its officers have been Governors of our
States, one of which was the lamented and much
beloved Dunlap, and many others of ditlcrcnt
professions und occupations whom we can
name with pride.
Among the jurists. Greenleaf, Sprague, Fessenden, Washburn, Paine and
Bradford, and last in order of election, but not
least, wc have now at the head of our Grand
Lodge a “Drummond" light in Masonry.
We also find in the list of past officers, Coffin, Thompson, Stevens, our old “Father Miller," Nourse, Nichols, Smith, Child, Gerrish
and Chase.
The biography of many of those brothers
would possess intense interest to all of us if
written—in fact, the whole history of the introduction of Masonry into Maine; and its
progress is of so much interest to us as a fraternity, that at some time not far distant it
must Is' written. That duty will devolve upon some more able jk-ii than mine.
The incidents connected with it must form a volume,
instead of a paper, the rending of which must
occupy the space of a few moments only.
It has been said that “brevity is the soul of
wit," and as this cannot lie applicable in that
sense to aught 1 have said, yet
1 feel well assured that the unanimous verdict of this audience will Ik> that “brevity” will Ik1 at least one
redeeming quality of these remarks.
——.——--

cotomponudes are noticing the receipt of Godey, Peterson, the Atlantic, and
kindred magazines. The Press can do tiie
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general

Both of tho above named papers will labor to
inculcate, in no dictatorial spirit, sound political principles and to promote the material interests of tho
State, and of the City of Portland as its interests
twine with, and are inseparable from, those of the
State.

give an earnest, cordial,

and generous

support to the adiuinistrutiou of AreaLincoln, who in little more than one vear, has
iudelllbly impressed himself upon the nation’s heart
as an incorruptible 'patriot, an inflexible Chief
Magistrate, and an honest man; the ability of wliose adit a m

ministration is most signally exhibited, not
[Only in
the matchless operations of onr army and
navy, but
in the unparalleled iket that, in the midst of this

gigantic rebellion,* our Government securities are
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to exhibit and defend sound Republican
principles, and,
inasmuch as political organizations liare become a
necessity in carrying into effect great principles of
political economy, and inasmuch as ,thc Republican
party which, in the brief chapter of its history already
written, has succcssftilly refilled the allegation of its
enemies that its designs and tendencies were sectional, and triumphantly (Vindicated its claim to a
just and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast
in its devotion to the Union while other
organizations
have so generally become infected with a

disloyal

spirit,

and inasmuch as it is the only party which at
present seems competent to conserve the great prineiples underlying all free Governments, the Puses
will cordially sustain the organization of that
party
not with a design to foster a mere partisan
spirit, bat
in the full coniciousness that it embodies tlie true
principles npon_wliich our government rests, end af-

only available means of accomplishing sucb
lofty patriotism imperatively demands.

fords tbc
results

as a

It will neither seek
with

endorse any

nor

compromises

in rebellion

against tlie laws of the land,
but will inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of
all Irur democracy—that the majority must
govern.
Upon tbc exciting question of Domestic Slavery, It
men

may be proper to say, that while tlie l*nxsa will
tion no Interference with the constitutional or

rights

sanc-

legal

loyal

or

men, it will neither [apologize for an
constitutes the fullest blot unon our

which
national character,

evil

attempt to resist the tide of
sweep from existence
an institution which is the greatest
anomaly in a free
government. The emancipation of slavery in the
federal Capital, the co-operation of the Federal with
the loyal State governments, to secure gradual emancipation, as proposed by President Lincoln, and all
events that

nor

destined to

seems

other constitutional

measures looking to a peaceful
removal of our greatest “moral, political and social
evil," will find in tbe Press a gcucrous and hearty
support.
While thus distinctly announcing the general course
proposed for the Prims, and intending that, alike in
war and in peace—in our country’s peril aud in its
triumph, it shall speak with no uncertain voice? we
do not lose sight of the fact that true men hare honestly differed, and that, coming by different routes
they now find themselves travelling parallel roads;
and, instead of seeking to widen tbe difference* be-

tween those who
ism to act in

are

required by

a

patriot-

common

concert, the Prims will labor hopefully
and harmony of act-

to encourage nnity of purpose
ion amoug all loyal men.
Aside from its
be

political department, the

Prims will

earnestly devoted to the advancement of the best

interests of the
ment will in

city

no case

given

tion will be

and State.
be

Its Local Departneglected. Particular atten-

to the

of June; that of tile Kennebec Conference und
of the Waldo Conference, on the 10th and 11th
of June.

The

meetings

are

said to have pos-

sessed great interest for those who
in them.

participated
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All persons who now subscribe to the Mirror by
payiug 92 shall have a receipt to the close of Volume
almost

a

year<*tul

quarter.

one

We are happy to announce Rev. Messrs. Pond,
Shepard, Harris and Smith, Professors In Bangor
Theological Seminary, as stated contributors to the

columns of this paper.
devoted to the diffusion of moral, religious, educational, and such other intelligence as
pertains to the welfare of society.
Its foreign and domestic news Is made up to the
hour (Monday noon) of going to press, and is sufficiently general to meet the wauts of those who txke

_HOTELS^_

RAILROADS.

Summer Retreat,

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK’S ISLAND,

iC-HKR ABRAKOB—RKT.

HENRY M.

no

other

paper.

The fourth page is appropriated to the most interesting Literary, Scientific, and Commercial miscellany that can be gathered.
It has a department expressly for Children. It is
intended to be a safe family nuwKpu|x>r: with nothing
to offeud the most fastidious— neither
cherishing a
morbid appetite, nor catering to a
perverted taste.
We do not claim for it that it is the o/de»t, the largest. the newest, even the best paper in the world: or

that the Church and State would fall without it.
We claim for the Mirror that it Is a ('hristian
paper
It aims to be a true reflector of Bible principle an
practice; and in the correction of moral evils and the
renovation of Society, to hold forth the true remedy.
It can be said of our paper that while its
correspondence is not meagre, its
of news and compact
items of iuterest is inferior to that of no other {taper,
and its abstract of valuable articles in American and
Foreign Quarterlies has supplied a place not filled by
any other religions print.
ff any want a paper that can safely be a companion
on the Sabbath, that gives an unprejudiced view of
public affkirs, that aids to be a transcript of the age
without identifying itself with its errors, that chronicles to minuteness religious and revival news, that
holds firmly the doctrines and practice of a protestant C hristianity and can be safely put into the hands
of the young, we ask them to take the Christian
Mirror.

E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PA88ADUMKEAO, MAINE.
subscriber would
|TIIE
nounce to hi*

HOUSE,

Slimted

papers generally, and especially religious
less likely to be destroyed than those more
ones,
secular—they are read more in ffcrailie* than Dailies—
they are takeu home and preserved, to be examined
at leisure—their contents are more thoroughly scanned—and they arc often sent to absent friends to convey to those abroad, some idea of the state of affairs
at home.
are

l’ortlana, May, 1862.
TESTIMONIALS.
We subjoin some extracts from letters
recently pub-

lished in

columns.

our

From Frofcssors in

ing-house,

family circle. The Editors, not unknown to the people of Maine, will give their undivided energies to the work before them, and labor to
make such a paper as the city of Portland, the State
of Maine, and the exigencies of the times demand—
oue that shall be true to the popular instincts.
Th* Portland Daily Press is printed with entirely new type, on a sheet as large as that of any
daily in Maine, and issued every morning. (Sundays excepted,) at 85 per annum. Subscriptions for
and

less than *|x months, 50 cents per month.
The Maim State Press, large, neatly

printed,

filled with the news of the week, and original and selected Political, Agricultural, Literary aud
Miscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
the Fan#iy Circle, will be issued weekly, at 81.60
per

and well

idvariably in advance. To any person sending
the names of /renew lubscrihrrt, cash In advance,
an extra copy will be sent gratis.
N. A. Foster, )
J. T. Gilman, j N. A. Foster k Co., Publishers.
J. 11. Hall.
)
Portland, May 19. 1862.
year,

The

undersigned cordially approve the enterprise
projected in the fosagoing Prospectus, and earnestly
commend the new paper to the hearty support of the

People
May,

of Maine.
1862.

LEONARD ANDREWS,
SAMUEL E. SPRING.
KELSON DING LEY. Jr
K. S. STEVENS,
N. A. FAR WELL,
S. P. STRICKLAND,

\

B«t

published out of the limits of the
State, are useful; but they caunot be expected to take
the place and to ftilfill all the object* ora
paper published among ourselves. The Mirror is well known
to our religious people, and ha* been conducted by
Mr. Lord, its present editor, with earnest Christian

fidelity, with a high degree of ability, and at the same
time in such a manner as to bring to'light aud to cherish those local religious sympathies and interests,which
can be reached only by a pa(»er published In the State.
From Rev. I)r. Chickering.
necessity for two papers having ceased, we
to
have
one taken in all our churches, as good
ought
as you and a hundred contributor* can make it.
The
most patriotic and liberty-loving among us cannot
complain of its tone in these stirring times; and I
«l»u
wwr CUOIIH'IWU IU
rCIJ U|H>U
your weekly summary instead of reading so many exdetails
in
the
citing
daily papers. You tell us what we
really need to know; and a great many things that
we ought to do.
All

Committee.

Cumberland

LUKE BROWN.
O. G. COOK,
EDWARD L. PICKARD,
JOHN T. HULL.
CHAKELS H. OSGOOD,
HENRY L. PAINE,
HENRY P. LORD,
JAMES DOUGHTY,
OR KN KING,
WILLIAM GRAY.
JOHN M. STEVEN8,
AUG. F. GERISII.
FRANCIS E. PRAY,
WM. 11. PLUMMER.
not be

Co.

Com.

Ren.

Republican

City

Committc

of

Portland.

(arruthers.
weekly summary of events written in
a lively style—criticisms, literary and moral, of
great
practical value—and such matters of general and deFrom Rct. Dr.

It contain*

a

nominational interest as serve to keep its readers well
'posted up.’ If ministers and other*, at different
points iu our large State, would In* a little more communicative of local tacts, they would grcatlv increase
its intrinsic worth, and proportionally enlarge its circulation.

[From Rev. Dr. Tappan.]
In common with many others, I have earnestly desired that we might have in Maine, under Die auspices
of onr denomination, but one religious
newspaper,
and 1 cannot but hope, that the Mirror, w hich I have

taken from the beginning, and on many accounts
have highly valued, may again secure general support,
and prove iu its future course to be a paper in which
we can all unite.
In most of the views expressed in
relation to this subject, bv Professor Pond, in the
Mirror of this week, I fully concur. Your own offer “to send it without charge to any who mav be desirous of receiving it, till the mcetiug of the June
[State] Conference in Portland," is fair and liberal.—
You will permit me however to inquire whether it
might not be well to send one number at least to every
minister in the State, who is not now
a subscriber, without waiting for an application, since,
otherwise many way not know that such a proposal
has been made.

Congregational

CII AS. H.

SAOADAHOCK HOUSE,
AllYed Carr,
Proprietor,
BATH, MAINE.
THE City of Bath ia one of the healthieat
localities on the const of Maine—dellghtfolsituated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
__i (T,>m thcaca, and alTorda one of the moat
viting retreats from the dnat and turmoil of our

Lly

large cities.
The .Saoadahock is one of the flneat, most spacious. and best appointed Hotels in the State, located

within three minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Dost Office, Custom House, kc„ being directly in the business centre of the City.
Term* MaderaM by Ike Week er

£5C*It may
improper
by
planation, that the foregoing Prospectus
short
and
without
notice,
originally upon
giving

way of exwas issued

time
to hear from all the members of the State Committee
—a majoritg of whom have kindly commended the
new enterprise to the people of the State.
This fact
other names—held in
to the

foregoing

equal

commen-

dation.

CLOTHING.

would say to
have

need one good religions paper in
is
Maine;
(if it can tie made
enough. We need it, not only as a vbehicle of Intelligence and thought, but for the publication of notices, and Dm* accomplishment of various local objects
which can be rescind iu no other way.
•
•
•
I have heou a subscriber for the Mirror
and a constaut reader of it for almost thirty years:—
and though I have seen things in it occasionally
which 1 did not like, (as I do in most other papers,)
still all candid readers must acknowledge that the
Mirror has been, from the first, the steadfast advocate of Gospel order and truth, and an important
auxiliary in the great work of enlightening and evangelising Maine. I will also say that 1 think the Mirror has never been more ably and faithfully conducted than during the last few years. The present editor
devotes time, and thought, and labor to it, and succeed* iu making it (wliat he has shown himself
abundantly able to do) an interesting weekly visitant
to our families and homes.
It should be further considered, that some of the
exciting questions which once threatened to divide
us, an* changing their forms and losing their interest.
They may giv e place to others, for aught we kuow, or
may themselves come up again; but at present we
The Mirror is an
seem to have got bey oud Diem.
unflinching supporter of the government of tlw*
United .States in its contest with the slavery rebellion.
It is also a sincere friend to the colond race, and is
ready to unite in all well eousiderod efforts for their
liberation amt advancement—though I am far from
adv ising any one as to wliat, or how* many n<Iigions
papers he shall take, yet 1 will venture'to propose
that we make trial of the Minium. As we ought to
have and mud have one religious paper in the State,
let us take hold of this together; subscribe for it,
write for it, and cudeavor to make it such as our

AMERICAN HOUSE,
Borrow, Mam.,
the largest and best arranged Hotel in
the New England States; is centrally loca-

TS

ted. and may of

access from all the route* of
contains the modern improveevery convenience for the comfort and accommodation of the travelling public.
The sleeping rooms arc largo and well ventilated;
the aaita of rooms are well arranged, and completely
tarnished for families and large travelling perties,
and the honao will continue to be kept as a Brat elaaa
Hotel in every respect.

It
[travel.
ments, and

Shepard

aud

hath

By c.

enterprises

A

BROWN,

their friends and the public that they
of Messrs. C11ADBOUKXE & KEN-

purchased

lleady»Made Clothing,

JOHN

h

they hope

to merit

a

fair share of tho

patronage bestowed upou tbeir predecessors.

ENGLISH, FRENCH

FANCY

STATION EK Y,

TENEMENTS WANTED.
W’ ANTED—Convenient tenements for the
accommodation of two small families, iu
respectable localities, aud within ten minutes' walk of the Post Office.
Rent not to
exceed from 8160 to 176 per annum.
Address Box 42, Post Office, or apply at the Counting Room of the Dailv Press, Fox Block

a

Portland, June23.

distf

TOYS, fcc.,

28 and 30 Federal and 106
ADDISON W. BANKIKIP.

1*.
J

J. Forristall

une

23.

can

Congress Streets,
Boston.

be fouud at the above place.
w

ly

Stage leavee Strickland'. Ferry Taeodaya, Thornday. and Saturday., fee Livermore, Canton, Perm
and Dixfleld: returning onporite day..
Stage leave* North .lay for Eaat Dixfleld. Dixfleld,
and Weld, on Tucednya, Thnreday. and Saturday*;
returning oppoaite day..
Stage leave. Farmington or New Vineyard, New
Portland and Kiagfleld. on Wedeewlav. and Satnrday., returning on Monday, and Friday..
Tnrmington daily, for Strang, Avon

^tajfr*|le*vefor

th- route will take the earn at the
Panenger*
Portland. Saco ft PorteaMuth. or Kennebec ft Port8. W. EATON. Snp't.
Depot*, in Portland.
Farmington Mny 8.18*2.
JanetOdtf

land

Ihethrough

tickets

To Cricaoo, Cikcirrati. Ci.Km.AKD, Dxraorr,
Tolxdo. St. Paul, La Crosbb, St. Locta,
New OnLCAKR, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,
BT

TUB
W AV

aid

Riaoaka Fall*.

This road is bsoad ot'son and b provided with
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars,
US'" Tickets told in Portland at lowest Boston rafts

o(rr'Ton

W. D. LITTLE, Aosjrr,
<>Ree 31 Trrknfr StrtH.
saee money by ^ring ticket, at thb

can

dawtf

STEAMBOATS.

of the Season
The splendid and hst Stenmahip
•■CHKSAPF.AKE,” ('aptala Sinner

TURTLE SOUP. TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.
Served to order.

TINE APPLE LEMONADE,
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

Uf" Frogs Served to Order.
V Meala to Rkoclar Boarder* at Kedneed Hatea.
Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to t
o'clock.
jcSVdtf

D. W. CLARK,

Caowati.. will aatil Ihrtber notice ran
_as follows:
towns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY. at 4 P M.. snd leave Pier » North Elver, New
Tork. every SATURDAY, al 3o’clock. P M
This vessel is ktted sp with hue accommodations for
passengers. making this the most speedv. safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage *6.00, including Eure and Slate
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
bee. Bangor, Bath, Augusta, East port sad St.
ohu.
Shipper* are requested to tend their freight to tha
steamer before t P. M., on the day that the leaves
Portland.

Sue

em$« "rwrs&affvsw m™,*.

i#>
SILVER STREET

H B. I RUM WELL k CO.. No. 88 Wcwt Street,
Sew York.
Jane 23. 1*3.
dtf

MONTKEAI,

ICE HOUSE

...

(H EAT STEAMSHIP COM

AHD-

No. 32 EXCHANGE ST\ PORTLAND, Me.

Weekly

IT* All order* promptly attended to, and the
BEST QUALITY OF It E debverad in any part df

the

city,

at the market rate*.

-AHD-

GLASS

WARE,

WARE,

Castors, Spoons, Forks, Car*
and Cake Baskets,

Table

Cutlery,

IVORY, HORN,

EBONY

HANDLED

COCOA

AND

AMERICAN, NORWEGIAN, JURA,
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON. NOSCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturmorning, for Liverpool, via lemdonderrv
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trank Trmlaa
with Cnited States mails, every Fridav, at 1 16 P. M,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec 'every Saturday

VA
dav

morning.

AT LOW PRICES.

PLATED

Passage to Liverpool. Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third ( last. *30.
First Clans, *37 to *83-aasardiag
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Trank Railway.
Prepaid and return tickets baaed at reduced raise.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, oat and
back. *160.
Apply to Edmonstone. Allan k Co., Montreal, or to
J. Is. FARMER.
No. K> EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
IW8.dtf

June 23.

KNIVES.

IntaraattoMEl

KEROSENE OIL AND FLUID.
Aft UNION STREET,

BLANK

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.
TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

ACCOUNT

BAILEY &

BOOKS!

NOYES,

68 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.
%

Journal*, Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets. Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.
We make to order everv kind of Blank Book used
by Banks, Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Countiug Houses.

STATIONERY.
Letter, note. Cap and Record papers. Envelopes—
white and buff. Gold Pens, Steel Pens, ftc., ftc. Every article at lowest rates. W« Buy for Cash and
Sell Cheat.

On and after April 38, the .Steam“HEW BRUNSWICK" and
“FOREST CITY" will, until forher notice, leave P. S k P. R. R.
rt, toot of state Street, a* follow*:
Steamer “New Brunswick,“ Capt. E. B. Winchester, will leave for Eastfort and St. John every
MONDAY, at 6 o’clock. P. M.
Returning will leave 8t. Joan every THURSDAY
MORNING. at 8 o'clock, for East fort, Portland
and Boston.
Steamer “Forest Cfty,” Capt. E. Field, will leave
for East fort and St. Jorn every THURSDAY at
6 o’clock P. M.
Through ticket* are sold bv this line connecting at
EASTFoaT with stage coaches for Machiae, aad
with Steamer Ooeen for Kobbin*ton. Calais, 8t.
Stkfhbns, and 8t. Andrews, and at the latter plaee
over Railway for Canterbury; from thence
per
stage coaches for Woodstock and Houlton, which
is the cheapest and most expcditioul way of reackiag
the Aroostook County.
We also ticket through per Steamer* and Railway*
for Windsor, Halifax, Dioby, Fredericton,
Sussex, Moncton, Shediac, Princb Edward
Island, Pictot, K<nrti Shore of New Brunswick, MmiMicui, and Bay dr Chaleur.
er*

C. C. EATON.

Geo. Warren,

*

66 and 68

dawtf

June 33.

BAILEY fa NOYES,

sue censor to

Exchange Street.

Portland, June 28,1868.

To Lumber

Stmauhip Cnpuy.

8. B. WAITE.

Manufactured and for Sale by

66 AND

Mail Line.

ON E of the following I ret-etnas, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN, NORTH

2w

Crockery Ware, China,

THAYER & WARREN,

dtf

l*roprietor of

the

Builders, and othara.

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,

undersigned hereby give notice that they have
THEestablished

Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month.
Steerage Pannage. 830. Also, Agent for New York
and Liverpool Steamship*, nailing from New York
and from Liverpool every Wednesevery
day.' and calling at Queenstown, Ireland. Cabin
Pannage, 878. 3d Class, 830.

Dealers,
a

LUMBER PLANING MILL,

Saturday,

Near tlic* Hurt of Union Street, when' they hone lo he
able to (five nil tin* accoHitmidatitm and diapiatch
which till* nature of the bUMlirs* wilt admit.
aa

AND

heretofore.

ClBCCLAR SAWINU, he.,

constantly

for <*ale.

For Passage Cert ideates, St tamer
for farther information, Address,

wnrsuow a t*>ten.
June 23. 1*12.

Sight Kill* of Exchange, for XI Sterling and npwajd. payable at any Bank in Great Britaiu or Ire-

land

GEO. WARREN, 99 State Street, Boston, Mass.

8tw4wl

CONCiRESS STREET
P C) R T L A N I)

Mutual Fire Insurance

pany.
All

as

favorable

as

Company.

those of any reliable

Miss E. L. Whittier,
on

'com-

upon which six premiums have been
paid, are renewed annually tree of premium to the
policy holder.
Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.
Middle

SEMINARY,

FOB YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

policies

Oflcr 108

Tickets, Drafts,

or

OFFICE O UNION STREET.

terms
THIS

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELEY,

ROK—BUT.

Or RRd After Mordat, May A 1881,
-ill leave Portland for Lew—tan
Aud ► armington via Brnnawlck. At 1 P. M
Leave Farmington for Lewiritaa, Bath tad Portlaud. via Brnu.wiek, at 9.16 A. M.
Leave Lew-ton for Bath and Portland via Rrunewick at 11.46 A. M.
Freight train, dally between Portland mad Lew—.
tOB.
utaob coaaBcnoBO.

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Company continue to insure property

4wdaw

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

June 23.

BROOK TROUT aad oil klada mt GAME

GERMAN.

GOODS,

t on xicTtoaa.
leave Bath daily
(Sunday, excepted) at 1.00
I M...on arrival of traia Bom Portland
and Borion,
for W tocRWBpt, DRniRriacotlR,
Waldoboro’, Rockland
iimI TlmmRNton.
Stage, leave Aagurta daily (Sunday. excepted! for
lielfRMt, on arrivnl of train from Portland and Boaton.
Ticket, .old In Boatoa for all the Hatton, on the
Kf*nn«’bcc k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kfiim-lw c Road*.
rreight train, run dally between Angaria and Poriland.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Anguata, April, 1882.
junc23dtf

Stage,

Served np at all hour,.

Unrtlaud

Pocket and Table Cutlery.
YANKEE NOTIONS,

02 Middle St., appoaiie Peat Office*
June 23, 18G2.

AND

Saturday., at S.tt P. M„ on arBoston, for Bath and lagaria.

on

btaoe

PORTLAND. ME.

Every Delicacy

attended to

IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Saturday Evening Trains.

k

DIRIOO EATING *0U8B,
No. 7 MILK STREET.

(Successor to 1*. J. Forristall and Mills k Forestall,

Also, their entire interest in M aim feet u ring and Custom Department. Having secured the services of
Mr. J. E. FOLEY, late Foreman aud Cutter for
Messrs C. &

Plummer.

m.

TCRMKO, SWKKP

A. W. B A N FI ELD,

and

nnTri

#.*Tenna 81 per day. Stable connected
home.
Bath, Jane 28,1862.
dtf

people,

DALL, their Slock of

Leave Portland

rival of train from

with

spiritual
Heading

Iirovidence

Monday Morning

lrain, leavr Augu.ia at 6.30 A. M.. and
Bath at h.«i A M„ for Portland.
coaaeetiBg with th*
9.« A. M. train for Lowell and Borion.

Dili

*86, W»*m>oTO« 8t., Bath.

Harris.

Mr. Lord, Dear Sir:—Permit us to express our desire that the Mirror may receive the confidence and
support of the members of our churches and Congregations in Maine. It is conducted with painstaking
and ability.
It is a judicious and earnest supporter
of the doctrine* and polity of our churches, or their
interests.—
and their
missionary
are choice. Its
Its religious articles for family
summary of news, though necessarily coudeiised, is
comprehensive and well-digested. The occasions for
difference respecting the application of Christian
truth to civil and social affairs are passing a wav, and
Christian p»*ople are rapidly approaching
candor, forbearance aud |«tionce, with the grace and
of God, will enable them to ohtaiu it.—
Juder these circumstances we hope that those who
take a religious paper will make a trial of the Minium: and we expect—we think with good reason—
that they will Ik* satisfied with it. A Maiuepaper has
above one pubobvious advantage* to Maine
lished abroad, and presents obvious claims to their
GKO
SHKrAKD,
support.
BA Ml’EL HARRIS.
Bangor, May 12, 1*?2.

Leave Portland for Bath and Angaria at 1.09 P. *.,
at Brnn.wick
with the Aadnwcoggin
train, for .lation. on that road; and at
Angtuta with
theSomcraot ft Kennebec Railroad for Waterville,
Kendall'. Mill, and Skowhegan. and at Kendall’.
Mill, with the I’rnobaeot ft Kennebee Road for Pitta*
Held, Newport and Bangor; arrivingume night.

Via Bcptalo, Dmni,

Jc23—Sweod

how desirable on every account, ft seems to me to be
that the Mirror should be well sustained. Nowhere
is the influence of a good religious newspaper more
important than it is in Maine. In no State »a it more
imiMirtant that the Congregational churches slmuld
have an orgau of their own. Nor do I see bow any
reasonable man can ask for a better organ than the
Mirror. Some other papers indeed are enabled to
supply a greater niianlitv of muling for the same
price; but other things being equal, a medium siied
pajier like a medium sized hook, is better than a larger
one. aud I can say in all sincerity, that 1 know of no
paper, large or small, metropolitan or provincial,
w hich,
with so little intermingling of what is of a
different character contaius a larger amount or a
greater variety of readable, reliable and every way
valuable matter, original and selected, than the Mirror.
ltarely do I place a number upon tile without a
distinct feeling of regret in regard to more or less of
what it contains, that I cannot have it in a volume on
my shelves where it will he constantly at hand.

t armington.

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.
Boston, January. 1843.
dTmia

satisfactory.)

one

unanimity;

GAKDINEK

Day.

dtf

obviously
and

Bath, Portland and I tori on, at 11, U A.
with the Androeeogetn
Lewiaton, Uvenaore Falla, Wilton and

i<»r

connecting at Brnn.wick

acnacR A BB A

From Rer. Dr. Pond.
We

Augu.ia

Kail road for

ADAMS, Proprietor.

From Professors in Bangor Theological Seminary.

From Rev. Drs.
to say

sufficiently explains why
esteem—are not appended

every appointment

nimriimrr

From Professor D. T. Smith.

ELLIOT,

DANIEL

in

Jo23—3m

Other pa(wr8.

Republican

EUGENE IIALE,
K. 11. FULLER.
C. H. 11. WOODBURY.
T HARMON,
E. WOODBURY,
BENJ. KINGSBURY. Jb.,
CLEMENT IMIINNEY.

cum

KSBdni excepted)

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BT WEEK
OK DAY.

Bath, Jane 23. 1842.

Bowdoin College.

mt

THIS it the large.) Hotel In the State, poa1BQI
i wU •‘•"'•"g nil the modern improvements, and

U2LB

churches require.

State

cwraer

Prckle llmin

sumption.

Weekly

PORTLAND, ME.

C.i,rtH,

w

April Hi A, luflj,

will leave dally, (Safe
JBQRX I’amcnger train,
a. follow.:

respectfully an-

very

numerous friends, ana the
generally, that during the temporary
compulsory *u*{>en*ion of hi* business he
hed this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon his customers, and hopes by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO.
dltwtf
Passadumkeag, June 28.18®.

mblk

PREBLE

Commenced

W

connecting

CENTRAL HOITSE,

epitome

This being pre-eminently a Family Jonrnal is one of
the best cltannels lor advertisements relating to Books,
Sales, Legal Notices, and all articles of general con-

Proprietor.

•

jo2&4w

interest*.

It will be the aim of its conductors to make
it an indispensable institution of the State, and a genial and welcome visitor in every work-shop, count-

BRACKETT,

•

OPEN for Genteel Hoarders—three miles
from Portland—within
thirty rods of the
OCfun—1with good opportunities tor fishing,
sea-bathing and water excursions. A .Steam-er runs from Portland daily.
Experienced
^
dnien in attindanc.

This paper is

-—■—-—

llEl.toiors ANSIVKitsAitiKH.—The annua
meeting of the Lincoln and Sagadahoc Conference was held at Warren, on the 11 and 12th

1862.

26,

XLI—ending July 29,1868—being

JOSEPH B. HALL, of the Aroostook Herald.

Purse will

THE

BY

JOHN T. GILMAN, recently of the Bath Tiicer,

Politically, the

JUNE

THE CHRISTIAN MIRROR.

or m*

withstanding

ing

MORNING,

Street.

CHARLES "llol.DEN. Preside*#.
Edward Shaw, Stxrrt<try.
June 28.
cod-Jin

•

•

Principal.

AUTUMN 8KS8ION will commence Sept.
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40
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plication may
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cry and his celebrated Scarlet Letter, in which
he boldly avowed bis programme! to disintegrate the Democratic party and to sciie upon
means to inflame the Southern mind, to "lire
the Southern heart,” and to “precipitate the
cotton States into a revolution.''

Another witness is a somewhat celebrated
divine in Charleston, S. C.—one llev. Dr.
Smith, who, before the culmination of the rebellion wrote

pamphlet

upon the “cause and
the cure” of the troubles dividing the North
and the South. We regret that wo have not

FOB GOVKBNOB,

ABNER COBURN,

a

his exact words before us, but we avouch that
we do his
meaning no injustice. Dr. Smith,

Of 8KOWHBQAX.

treating of the emote of the evils referred
to, distinctly repudiated the idea that it was to
be sought in the prevalence of anti-slavery
sentiments at tlie North, or to the triumph of
the Republican party, but emphatically declared that the cause lay deeper and back of
all such things, and was to Ik: sought primarily in that “red republican, atheistical docuin

For What are the Kebels

There

occasionally to be met with
may be, but blinded, if honest—
men

are

—honest,

Fighting ?

it

who continue to assert that the South has been
forced into rebellion, in consequence of the
of the North to abide

unwillingness

by

the

Constitution, and

to respect its provisions and
even contend that the prevalence

the

Declamation

spirit. They
of anti-eiavery

Indepenment,
dence!” and the cure or remedy was to be
found only by ignoring the principles of that
document—the principles of equality—and re-

islatures,

cognizing amlucting
ple.

sentiments in the free States,
the non-execution of the fhgltlve law, the
passage of persona] liberty bills by Northern legand the “culmination of all political
evils” in the election of Abraham Lincoln to
the Chief Magistracy of the nation, were

grievances sufficiently aggravated to palliate,
If not excuse, the South for taking up arms
against the Federal Government. Of course,
the Government, in its efforts to crush out the
rebellion, is ploying the tyrant and despot, nnd
should receive no sympathy from those who

respect the rights of self-government.

more, anti he

confessedly

fighting,

as

did the thirteen

colo-

nies in the War of the

Revolution, for the right
to govern themselves, and for civil liberty ?—
And a portion of the English press, led by the
“Thunderer,” have maintained, and now maintains, that the

case

the colonics are

of the South and that of

precisely parallel

in

single witbrains, and

of more

honesty, than

are common

to

We refer to AlexStephens, the Vice President under
the rebel government. In a speech delivered

in

Savannah,alter his inauguration,

he under-

took to set forth Uic reasons winch
the rebel

.States were

man

ander II.

Southern

ago, In relation to this mutter; or with what
was urged tliat the seceded

more

a

the leaders in the South.

Who

apparent unction it

princi-

upon a contrary

We have time to introduce but a
ness

forgotten the lugubrious articles with which
a certain portion of the press teemed one
year
has

of

justified

movement, and the mission of the
Confederacy. In that speech he paid
high tribute to the honesty of the men who

a

framed the Constitution.
tution had

lie said the Consti-

lteen

generally regarded at the
North, and its provisions and compromises hail
been respected. On this ground he distinctly
disclaimed all reason to complain. Hut while
the men who framed the Constitution were

honest, he said they were mistaken. They beequality of mankind, anti

lieved in the natural

principle,

that freedom is the normal condition of all.—

and that no man who defends the action of the
latter can consistently condemn the attitude

They acted on this itlon; believed slavery a
social, moral and political evil, contrary to nature, resting ui>on usurpation; and lielioving
that it would soon pass away they ignored it

We have in mind two pnpers

of the former.

in this State,

one

of them

ground,

which took the

now

happily defunct,

hut little over

a

year

ago, that the South could not, without dishonor, submit to the majority will, constitutionally

expressed, and that self-respect imposed upon
duty of resistance to the authority of
the Federal Government. A paper in Bangor
even urged that a deaf ear and eohl shoulder
her the

should be turned towards the President’s proclamation calling for troops to defend the Federal

after Sumter had been re-

capital,
War had
duced, and the relicl Secretary
promised Ms friends to revel hi the capitol at
WasMngton, and to float Ms rattlesnake flag
over Fancnil Hall In less than ninety days.—
And the same paper protested, in the name of
the Maine Democracy, against that proclamation, and declared that 54,000 Democrats in the
even

State should refuse all response to such a call
to invade the lights of a gallant people, who,
like our Revolutionary sires, had uprisen in
the meyesty of freedom to maintain their in-

dependence.

anil

to-day is urging the reunion of
the Democratic party, “Wowing” for the Convention whielt is to assemble in this city in

August, and insisting that the Democratic
party only can bring the nation out of its present dilemma and save the country, as
early as
Jam, 1801—three mouths prior to the assault
upon Stun ter—said:

“That the fifteen Southern States will secede
from the Union in a body there is no doubt.
There is no other retort. Their honor, their
integrity, their independence alike demand
ft”
Now we assert, and think we can- maintain

beyond

the reach of reasonable doubt, tliat the
South has never had the least shadow of jus-

tification fitr

the

even

slightest

of her rcliel

the contrary, her whole course in this
has been without excuse; a wicked,

acts;

on

regard
premeditated, internal

and Godlsss

cause

disposed

were

to

ruin, simply be-

their power to rule it had lieen taken
by superior numbers, and by modes

from them

provided In the Constitution framed by their
fathers as well as ours, and according to laws
for which'tfcefr own representatives as well as
had voted.

Had

time and space, on
this point, we would call to the stand a few
illustrious witnesses, who would testify in a
ours

ought

that

manner

we

to silence those who

daily
Igno-

betray either their jierversity or their
rance, by asserting what is not true. In relation to the alleged non-execution of the fugitive law, and the cause of grievance assumed
to be found in such alleged non-execution, we
would summon

a

man

icy,

who w-as never accused
the slavery (juestion—a

man

of Hore-hcadedncss

on

who, if he erred at all in his political [solerred in favor of the South and her insti-

We allude to no less
late Stephen A. Douglas. In

tutions.

a man
one

than the

of the last

speeches lie ever made, if not the last, he declared emphatically that no federal law had ever
been more faithfully executed than that for the
rendition of fugitive slaves, and that by no administration had it lteen more scrupulously
observed than by tiiat of Prcsdenl Lincoln,
_sL.

i__•

“*v

‘VU

i.ii
uv uuu

Mr.

.Stephens says that in this they
and their error—a fundamental one he

erred,
styles
it—has corrupted the Constitution which they
framed. The Southern Confederacy, he says,
lias avoided this error, ami its chief cornerrecognition of the natural inferiori-

stone is a
ly

01

uic coioreu man 10

liecausc of the

prevalence of anti-slavery
North; not because of the trithe Republican party, but, destitute of

feeling
umph of
the spirit of the fathers in their
they have repudiated the proud

hearts,

monuments

civilization of the age. In a word, the South
•re lighting, not for liberty but fbr the
perpetuation of slavery; not for human equality,
but to establish human distinctions; not to
bless themselves, but to curse others, and their

triumph would he a victory of barltarism over
advancing civilization; of darkness over light
In all

former

rehellions

the movement has

been made by the pcojile—the masses—in the
direction of a large freedom; in this the movement is with ambitions leaders, to circumscribe
freedom and to

give

a

new

lease to human op-

pression.

bUUU

The Neir Tariff.

The following are some of the rates fixed in
Hie new Twill* bill whieh lias Ileen
reported
from the Committee in the House c.

Repre-

sentatives, namely:—
On syrup of sugar, or of sugar cane, or concentrated molasses, two cents per pound; on all
sugar not above number twelve, Dutch standard in color, two and a half cents
per pound;
on all
sugar alsive number twelve and not

above number llft.s u, Dutch standard in color,
"two and three-fourth cents |kt pound; on all
sugar alsive number fifteen and not above
number twenty, Ac., three cents per
pound;
on all refined sugar in form of
loaf,

lump,
crushed, pounded, pulverized, or grauulatcd,
and ail other sugar above manlier
twenty, Ac.,
live cents per pound; on molasses, six cents
per gallon.
On cigars valued at $5 jier thousand or lees,
35 cent* per pound; valued between $5 and
$10, 60 cents; between $10 and $20, SO cents;
over $20, one dollar per pound, and on all cigurs valued over ten dollars per thousand, ten
per cent ad valor urn in addition to above
ates. In addition to the duties heretofore iin-

>»*od,

there is to is-

On liar and round

'd, oil

|>aid

on

additional sums

ucies me

iron,

the

following

ar-

named, to wit.:
smelted or hammer-

larger sizes fcj and on the smaller
.5 per ton; oil Isiiler plate iron, $5
per toil;
*n liollow ware glazed or tinned, one half cent
s-r pound; on chain
cables, 75 cents per hun!red pounds; noting to be classed ils a chain
able, under one half inch in diameter; on
mailer chains, one quarter to one half cent
er pound; on sheet
iron, $2, 2.50 and fci per
on, according to thickness or number; on
alvanized tin plates, galvanized iron, Ac., one
ialf cent per pound.
On that valued at seven cents or under, one>urth of one cent per pound; valued above

UCUI 111

thirty

the

liat and not above eleven cents, one-lmlf cent
■er |Miiind.
On Wilton, Saxony, Aubusson,
lx minster, patent velvet, Tourney velvet, and

The nullification trouble* of 1832 were
designed to ultimate in dissolution, the tariff
question having been selected as the cause of
grievance; and it was only because the Southern

ipestry velvet carpets and carpetings,
irussels

or

in

wrought
Jacquard machine, and
zhole carpets, five cents per square yard; on
irussels and tapestry Brussels, on treble inrain Venetian, three cents per square yard.
On hemp or jute, two cents, and all other

jieople

could not be united on this question
that the programme of disunion was changed,

and the slavery question

was sulwtitutcd for
that of tiie tariff, with a view to unite the
people of tiii‘ South by a common interest, so

inds not provided for, live |mt cent.; on
laukets five per ceut.; delaines of all kinds
nil dress goods, three cents js-r square yard.
On cotton gixids, plain, from one-fourth to

that,

bond they might, when ri|ieiied for the work of evil, be drawn
bodily Into
the vortex of disuiuon.
Another illustrious witness—now living—
common

colord, printed, etc.,
ne cent per square
yard, in addition to the
iregoing; on s|*)ol and other thread, cotton,
vc per cent.; on
jeans,denims,drillings,gingams, plaids, cottouades and pautalooii studs,
vc |s-r cent.; on brown or bleached
linens,

no

feeling, and nevInfidelity to the

is Edward Everett.
own

own

which those fathers set up. and are determined
to have a government that shall be in harmony
with institutions which arc a libel upon the

years since Mr. Calhoun
deliberately formed the purpose to break up
the Union and to establish a Southern independent goverftment, and tliat neither slavery
nor tiie slavery question had
anything to do
with inspiring such a purpose in his heart—

said over Ids

the

at the

those who heard him lecture in this State a few
winters since heard lain reaffirm the statement,

South,

beyond

of any unwillingness on the part of the North
to observe faithfully oiir common Constitution;

in hie grave—is tiie late Thomas II. Denton. Mr. D. asserts in his “Thirty Tears,” and

infected with abolition
er suspected of the slightest

ills

limits we intended it should occupy, and therefore shall add but a single word. The evidence
is ample that the South is not in arms liecausc

now

never

wane, anu

We have extended this article far

Another illustrious witness—no more tenderfooted than Mr. Dongla*, and like the latter

by this

me

rightful subordination to a white master; and
it is the great mission of his government, he
declares, to work out and establish this idea.

power.

that more than

as

conspiracy

break up a government which has secured
to them all their political itndcivil
blessings, and

they

as

work.

to

which

much

possible, and
allowed the idea which possessed their own
hearts, anti which they seem not to have doubted, to run through and give tone to their whole

not

A pajicr still further east, which last year
supported the Wlutlirop Hail nomination and

platform,

in the Constitution

Mr. Everett has
naint—and no man is more

ceut

per yard; on

exceedingly cautious,
likely
say what
he cannot back by demonstrative
proof—that

tc., live (s-r

the present re llion is hut the culmination of
schemes concocted more titan thirty years
since by ambitious men of tiie South, which

In lieu of tin* duties heretofore im|>osed,
icre is to Is- levied on brown and common
time ware twenty percent.; on china and

schemes

orcclain gilded, ornamented, or decorated in
ny manlier, fitly [xt cent.; on china ami porelain plain, and all other earlhern, stone, or

or

they

less

to

have never lost sight

of, but have
carefully cherished from that day to this.
We give tiie substance of Mr. E’s testimony
and

not

■

ills words.

rockery

cent.

ware, thirty-live per ceut. Salt in
bulk, six cents per 100 pounds.

passing from those opposed to the rebellion, we will introduce the testimony of a

icks or

few witueSses who

TltS (XT ton.
In invoices of

Dut

All vessels are to pay

the friends and abettors
of the rebellion—men who know their own
are

purposes, and are competent to define their
position. Eirst, we reier to Win. L. Tan-

own

•

goods,

a

yearly

tax often

if the Collector and

icrchant agree, the tare named in the invoice
to la-taken; but if the Collector dissents,

then the real tare U to he

allowed;

lmt in no

Androscoggin

Is an allowance to be made for draft.

case

Goods in warehouse may continue for three
years,

as

W.VTF.UVII.I.K, June 25, 1802.
To the Editor of Uu' Portland Daily Press;
The anniud meeting of the stockholders of
the Androscoggin and Kennebec Railroad was
held here to-day. The special train from Portland and way stations did not bring as many
stockholders as usual, on account of the rain.

formerly.

General Conference of Maine.

Anniversary of the Maine MissionaSociety.—The meeting of this society was

ry

held
the

yesterday at !) o'clock, A. M. Reading of
Scriptures and prayer by the President-

Rev. G. E. Adams of Brunswick.

gregation

then united in

singing

The bondholders were invited to atteud this
year with the stockholders, to get a fuller ex-

The conthe

pression on the subject of consolidation.
The President, John Ware, presided. The

hymn,

“Join all the glorious names,” <fcc. A sermon
was preached by Rev. John O. Flske of Bath,
from the text, “Out of the mouths of baltes
and

sucklings

hast thou ordained

rc|K>rts of the Directors and Treasurer

The Chairman appointed Messrs. Nathan
Wyman, Wm. Buxton and Joshua Nye,a com-

strength.”

Ilis theme, the religious instruction and conversion of children and youth, as the most ef-

mittee to receive votes for

and 21

places

Hopeful

conversions

where there

was

no

during the year,
247; received to the churches, 237; average
congregations addressed, 10,000; gathered into sabbath schools, 0000; revivals in 15 towns.
A vote of thanks was passed to Rev. Dr.
Dw ight, who had resigned the office of President of the Society, which he had W'ith so
much acceptance filled, to which he very happily responded, adding some forcible remarks
on the. great importance of this organization

solidate,

consolidate,
“

by

wore

of the stockholders

Alter some consideration and debate upon
subject of consolidation, it was voted that

the

it Is for the interest of the

Androscoggin and
consolidate with the Penobscot
and Kennelicc Railroad, and the subject be lett
with the Directors, with fiill power to act iu
the

to

premises.”

It appears from the report of the Directors
that this road has sensibly lilt the depression
of business for the [wist year; the gross earn-

ings of

the line

past year

having fallen oil' during the
$04,203.14 as compared with the year

previous.
The expenses of operating the line during
the past year have been greatly reduced, being

$124,557.02—a reduction of $29,293.92, compared wite the preceding year.
The net earnings belonging to the Corporation,
are $74,105.51, living a decrease from last year
of $19,982.41. The net earnings have fallen far

The closing |»rayer and benediction
Dr. Dwight of Portland.

below the sum necessary to [my the interest on
the indebtedness of the Company.

society for the last year,

floating

The

re-elected.

102,80,

debt of the

Company Is $131,-

and licfore the consolidation can take

pffopf tin* TVllluifitlM

miict

twin

I)>n nU»

T)nn

The anniversary of the Maine Branch of the
American Educational Society w:u? held yes-

gor $75,000, the amount they advanced to pay
interest last April, otherwise the city will take

terday afternoon,

possession of the road under the first mortgage, which becomes absolute next November.

at

the

High

Street

Church,

at 2 1-2 o’clock.

The meeting was opened by
singing the hymn, Go preach my gospel,”

This will make the

Heating debt of the Company, to wit: the debt which the Directors
carry along $206,102230. It appears from the

Ac., in which the congregationjoined, producing as tine an eflbct in congregational singing
as

we

remember

withstanding
church

the

have ever heard.

to

Superintendent’s Iteport that the number of
passengers transported on the line the past
year is equal in all to the transportation of
3,227,070 passengers, one mile, winch is a loss
from last year of 27,020. Comparing the
gross earnings of the road this year with those
of last year, and the loss is rising 20 per cent.

Not-

unfavorable weather, the

overflowing, and the singpiece by so great a number
of j arsons, was in itself a most Interesting feature.
After singing, the Throne of Grace, was
addressed by Rev. Mr. Emersou of Andover.
The Treasurer's Report of the Maine Branch
Educational Society was then read, and on
motion was accepted and ordered to he published. This report !icing of a statistical nature, we have thought proper not to give it in
detail. The report of the Secretary of this society was also accepted, as |ier motion.
The Conference of Maine was then opened,
by singing the hymn, O, speed thee on thy
way,” immediately after which a collection was
ing

was

tilled to

of this sacred

It appears that
been

Rev- J. B. Adams of

Gorham, alluding in

very affectionate manner to Gen. Howard.
Reading of the Scriptures,' and prayer
Rev. Mr. Gilman.

no

passenger

on

perha|>s doing as well
in New England.

as

good repair and

is

the average of roads

It has received but little from the transportation of' United States Troops, from its situation.

•

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

ZUF" President Lincoln very unexpectedly
made his ap[K-arance in New York on Monday
evening last, and proceeded immediately to
West Point where he

by

met

and held consultation

ith Gen. Scott, and returned as suddenly and
as quietly as he had come.
Curiosity was
w

Report of Committee appointed to visit the
Bangor Theological Seminary was read. This
report was dwelt ujion at length by several
distinguished speakers. Report accepted.
The Report on Home Evanglizutiou was ,'Cccpted.
Prayer by Rev. F. Horton of Rhode Island,
Mr. Van Meeter, of the Howard Mission and Home for
Wanderers, of New
York, in speaking of Sabbath Schools, illus|
trated by producing several children from the
neighborhood of the worst localities of our
larger cities. The children sang from books
provided by Mr. Van Meter, and we are pleased
to say, the whole audience were
taken by
storm,” and enjoyed the music in a very high j
degree. The pieces sung were, Will you go
"

completely I talked

in relation to the

object

of

tlie visit.
The Boston Station Ilouse of the
linilroad, was burned on Saturday, together with several cars. Loss not far from

Eastern

$10,000.
Z1T' The Lewiston Jonmal says that Henry M. Stinson, of the 5th Maine regiment, who
was taken prisoner at Manassas nearly a year
since, arrived at ltis home in Auburn, on Monday morning.
Joseph Swcetsir of Biddeford, an old
—

man near

70 years of age, is

tlie county
Journal.

jail

now

at Alfred for debt.

confined in
So says the

s%'cping-

ZW~' The Clarion states that the
to that beautiful land with me ?” and “There’s
room of Mr. J. F. Pollard of Skowhcgau, was
a light in the window for
thee, brother.” We i
entered by a thief on Friday night last, and his
would like to give a s)ieciineu of the eloquence
pants carried oil', containing $'25 and a silver
of Mr. Van Meter, hut as we are so much
pushed ibr room in our columns, we shall lie watch. A gold watch was hanging up in the
room, but was not noticed by the rascal.
obtained
obliged to coudcnsc the full

report
by
Any contributions of cash or children’s
clothing, Ac., sent to the Nubliatli School of
the Free Street Baptist Church, will be most
gratefully received by Mr. V. M., who will
leave town during to-dgy.
Several resolutions, breathing patriotism In
a very high degree, were now offered
by Prof.
Harris, on behalf of this Conference, and which
being accepted, were voted to lie sent to the
Secretary of State, to lie laid before the Presius.

dent of the United States.

The St. John Freeman says ‘•The new
Canadian Militia Law provides that ten thous—

rum Tnimurra snan ue

j twelve

cnrnni'ii,

10

ue

year an1 to be allowed for uniform. Arsenals
to bo constructed, and the military instruc-

an'

inperial Government are
to !»■ maintained. There is to lie a Brigade
Major, with a salary of $400 for each Military

tors

sent out

by

the I

District,”

Uen. Howard, recently returned from Uie
seat of war, now occupied the
pulpit for a short

Edmund Bead, aged aliout twelve yours,wits
drowned in the Kcnduskcag stream, uear Mer-

time, and

rill's

favored the audience with

some

of

tlie most

soul-stirring remarks. “One year
ago.” said the General, “I left West Point in
command of a body of men, and taking them
South, we
Hull Hun.”

were

He

soon

spoke

in the engagement at
of the

religious feeling
prevailing at that time in his own regimentbut felt that all war was antagonistic to the
Christian religion. While at Hladensburg lie
had a brigade in his charge, and many of the
men were professors of religion.
“We held
our prayer meetings,” said he, “but soou I noticed a falling off. 1 have beheld the many
good deeds of the chaplains of the different
regiments, and know of their success in bringing soldiers to Christ.” He s|xike in the most
eloquent strain of the duties we owed as
Christians and as men. He jxirtrayed in all of
its fearful light the field of battle; and, ill
speaking to the lailies, he said, “Ladies, keep
up a steady front, fill up the ranks, for,” said
he, “we cannot do without your aid;” anil calling upon God to bless them all, he closed his
remarks.
We wish that every man, woman and child
in this city, could have heard the Christian hero, could have felt the enthusiasm and patriotism w Inch he infused into that vast audience.
Those who

w ere prevented from
attending this
meeting, lost w hat they w ill seldom have an
opportunity to hear, a most noble Christian

Mills,
Whig.

last

Monday alleruoon.—Bangor

Longfellow &
Son have a vessel on the stocks in this place,
which will he ready for launching early in July. She is to be bark rigged, aud will bo about
3i"> tons.—Mac hi ax Union.

ZJt A hard-shelled friend of ours is nervously anxious alxiut the color of the Press.
We have felt no anxiety on this score only that
It should lie read !
—

It is

an

old

saw

that “a hair of the

same

dog will cure a canine bite.” On this principle, we presume, it is proposed to revive and
rcjuvlnatc the old Democratic party to restore
the Union.
—

On the first page will lie found the

inter-

esting historical address of Mr. Dodge, made
at the Masonic

festival;

also an

interesting

ar-

ticle on our Iron-clad gunboats. On the last
page Poetry and Arlemas Ward’s Courtship.

Partobai, Cam..—Mr. Alfred A. Ellsworth,
of Hon. Jeremiah Ellsworth, of Bath, recently preaching at Draeut, Mass.,has received
son

an

invitation from the

Congregational Church
Millford, Mass., to become their

and Society in
pastor. Mr. Ellsworth
dover

Sctniuary, of

was a

meeting adjourned

evening

at 7

1-2

o'clock.
We regret, as we said before, to be compelled to cut short the full report furnished us,
hut time and want of space have prompted
May the gixxl cause prosper.

to this step.

us

graduate of An-

the class of 1801.

women, as given in our foreign dispatches. It
is plain that these aud the other eminent critics of General Butler have no exact idea of
what they are talking nlsmt, and they do not
seem to lie conscious of the
propriety of wait-

ing liir further information.

intended for this Associa-

tion can he forwarded to Portland to the care
of Mr. George K. Davis, who will forward them

Washington free of expense to the donors.
We hope to see a generous response from all
the principal towns in our State, to this call
for aid to our suffering soldiers, tnd we would
request the press of Maine to publish these
to

letters:—
National IIotel,
)
Washington, June 22, 18G2. )
II.
State
Dari*.
Ac.,
Ac.:
George
Keg.,
Agent,
Mr Dear Sir:—Gentlemen from Maine,
including our delegation in Congress, have had
several meetings within the last two weeks to
perfect an organization for the benefit of our
sick aud wounded soldiers, and have chosen
an Executive Committee, of which S. P.
Brown, Esq., Navy Agent in this city, is Chairman, and A. D. Clark. Esq., whose note is
herewith enclosed, is a member of the committee. You sec what Mr. Clark says in relation
to sanitary articles.
I start iu the morning for Manassas and that
region to see our cavalry and artillery. This
committee are trying to have Maine men all
taken to one hospital, and there be attended by
Maine surgeons and nurses. I hope it can lie
so arranged. Six churches are now
being lltted
up in anticipation of the great battle of Richmond.

73 EXCHANGE STREET,

CHRONOMETERS, WATCHES,
—AXO—

SILVER SPOONS AND FORKS. CUPS, BITTER
KNIVES, TIIIXBLIU, NAPKIN KINGS,

SPECTACLES AND EYE-GLASSES,

PLATED TEA SETS, CASTORS, AND CAE*
BASKETS, BUTTER KNIVES, ft SPOONS.
Shell and Horn Comb., Fan,, Cano., Aeeordooa*,
Wallet., Card Cam, Table and Pocket Cutlery;
Teeth, Hair, and Shaving Bro.be.; Karina Cologne,
Labia'. Extract.; CLOCKS.
Quadrant., Spy Clave., Barometer., Surveyor.’
Compave*, Gunter’s Seale*. Divider.,
Parallel Rule., Protractor., Drawing Instrument.,
Land Chains, Thermometer., Linen Proven,
Opera
Clave*.

Orleans.

NEW YORK. Cld 23d. schs Hurd. Snow, Portland; S K Hart, Kent, Biddeford.
Also cld 24th, ship* Surprise. Ranlett, Hong Kong;
W F Schmidt. Sears, Antwerp; Chancellor, Spencer,
Liverpool; bark Nabob, Thurston. Shanghae; brigs
Three Sisters. Hanna. Constantinople; Laura,Atkins,
VeraCruz; sch Medford, Hopkins Belfort.
Ar 24th, shins E Sherman, Hicbbom, Havana;
Charter Oak, Carver, Matanzas: barks Edward Everett, llarding, Belize Hon; Helen Maria, Marshall,
Ctenfuegos; Amelia. Munroc, and Linden, llowell,
Havana; Houston, Share. Sagna; N Boynton, Miller,
Providence; West Wind, Buber, Stonington; brigs
William R Nash, Small. Menton. Spain; Kentucky,
Carver, Matanzas: sfhs William Sceor, Foster, Barcelona ; llero. Carter, Calais.
BOSTON. Ar 25th, brigs John Stevens, Hopkins,
Remt'dios; Ambrose Light, Stahl,Sagua; sells rorest,
Wood, Ellsworth; Elizabeth. Soule; Tarnuin. Wood;
Caspian. Smith; Brilliant. Pendleton .ana Citv Point,
Donald, Bangor; Illnminator, ( reamer, and Henry
A, Wade, Waldoborn; sloop Radiant, El well, Bangor.
Also ar 25th, schs Ratxn. Holt, and Tngwasaa, Patton, Ellsworth; Grecian, Abbott. Bangor.
Cld 25th, sch White Sea. Littlefield, Philadelphia.
Also cld 25th, sch Olive Elizabeth, Hamilton, Portland.
PROVIDENCE. A r 24th, brig Financier, Haskell,
Bangor; sch Jacob Raymond, Long, Gardiner for

and Mariners’

Chart., Bowditch’. Navigator, Blent’* Coart Pilot,
Nautical Almanac., Sumner’. Method, Ship Master’.
Assistant, Sheet Anchor, Seamen’. Friend or Manna),
Ship Muter’. Guide, Expedition. Meuurer, for
Freight, fc«., Ac.
Watch., nad Jewelry Repaired.

CHRONOMETERS, REPAIRED AND RATED.
WTime determined by fixnrtt. M-1
Portlaud, June 33, 1813.

—***—

PAPERHANGING

Saco.

WAREHOUSE !

SULLIVAN. Sailed 23d, schs Grecian, Abbott,
Foss, Boston; La Plata, Stratton, Now

and Uuion,
Bedford.

ErtaUliM la IMS.

PEMBROKE. Ar 22d. sobs Del Norte, Bel more.
New York; Emma Wadsworth,Norton,Boston; 24th,
Amanda. Keller, New York.
Sailed 23d, sch l»el Norte, Dinsmore. Luhcc.
BANGOR.
Ar 22d. ships Majestic. Newcomb,
Portland to load for Bristol E: 23d. Mountaineer,
Thomaston
to load for Bristol E.
Wilson,
Also ar 23*1. brigs Hudson, Griffin, Searsport; Chas
Loud.
Heath,
Boston; schs Josiali Achoro, Frank
Maria. Packet, and Triton. New York.
Cld 23d, schs James Bliss. Hatch. Proridence; Jane
Woodbury. Coombs, and Aurora. 1 terry, Salem.
DAMARISC'tfTTA. Ar23d. schs Lizzie. Poland,
Boston; Sarah. Elizabeth, Webber, Portland.
BATH. Ar 24th. brig Forrestor, Murray. Vienna
Md; schs Comet, Morse, and Somerset, Poof, Boston;
Hope A Susan. Munson, Portland; Mary Fletcher,
Delaware

Acton.—On the 13th inst., the horn

Premium Blank Books

room

liOYS.
READ FIELD, ME.

Til

□ALL L. DAVIS,

MONDAY, JULY Slat.
a

S3 Exmanoa Stuit.

Family School, and the beet of reference

given. Rmr

June 26th,

scut for

a

Portland Jane % 1883.

Circular.

H. M. EATON ft SON, rmnricton,
AMOS H. EATON, UrtnelpaJ.
LLEWELLYN A. LUCE, Assistant.
1862.
d2w

H.

Repairing

Catting attended to

G. L.
edtf

Demand Note*.104
States Registered Sixes (1802).101
State* Five Twenty Coupon 6’s.. .1001
State* Coupon* (July). .107*

m

usual.

RAILKY,

42

EXCHANGE STREET.

E>r. John O. MO tlt
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
W foort St., Corwvr of Howard, Boston, is
consulted daily from 10 until 2, and from «to H in the
cveniug, «u all diaiaws of the Urinary and Geuital
Organs, Scrofulous Affections, Humors of all kinds,
8ores, Ulcers and Eruptions, Female Complaints, Ac.
An experience of over twenty years’ extensive practice enables Dr. M to cure all of the newt difficult
case*.
Medicines entirely vegetable. Advice Fro©.
June 23, 1S»3.
«u3awftm

$6,600 .do.1071
Gold... 108

$16,624 American

$10.900.do.K«|
MAKUIED.
In this city 25th inst, at St Stephen’* church,
by
Rev William Steven* Ferry, assisted hr Rev lloratio
Stebbin*, pastor of the First Fari*h, Mr John Henry
Hall to Mis*
France*, daughter of Moses I
IMumtner, Esq, both of this city.
In this city 25th iunt, by Rev Wm R Clark. Mr
Israel F Hutler to Mi*s Louisa Furintou, both of this

FIR E

Mary

IS8UBAICR

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs, /
CENU1NE MEDICINES.

Ogee

hlbl nnn a.m ahiicaj mfiini,

National Insurance Company,
Of Roeton.
Cub Capital ami Surplus, 4600,000.

Republic

DIED.

Of New York.

city 21st inst, Mr* Thankful, wife of Charles
Sylvester of Co F, l*t Maine Cavalry.
In Stamford, Conn. jrHh in*t, Marv,'wifc of David
In this

Of

Thomson, of Gardiner Mas*, aged 43’
In Uarrolltou L, 6th inst, Otis H Douglas*, of Lisbon, a member of the 15th Maine Uegiment, ag«?d 19.

Fire and Marine Inn.
vi

widow of thn

AND FARCY

-A LAO-

Co.,

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

rrotmrnw.

Perfect Seccrity. which onght always to he the
considered ion in offocting insurance," it here offered to the public. at the lotrt st rate* vf premium
adnpt<>d by sound and responsible companies.

And

first

FOREIGN IMPORTS.
WINDSOR. Sch Lark—110 ton* plaster30 bushels
potato** to order.
PARS BORO. Sell Brookville—115 tons plaster 1
tub butter A D Whidden.
ST GEORGE. Sch Cercsco—00 M ft lumber N J

Office in

"Boyd’s Building,” opposite

dAwtf_

And nil other nrtielee

_

_______

PASSENGERS.
In steamship Africa, from Boston for Liverpool—
Robert Treat of Bangor; and 150 others.

tT~ State Agent ftxr DAVIS A
NETO-KLECTHIC MACHINES.

publication
paper
THE
July and be issued regularly
of each month.
of this

Subscriptions

will be resumed in
on tbe 1st and U»th
and communications

in the U. State* must he sent to
THE CRYSTAL. PORTLAND, ME.,
Those in C anada to W A I KK VI 1.1.K, C. E.
The first number will cuutain a lull
report of “Thu
CkxtexmalCelkuuatiox.” Those
extra
copies of that number please address as above.

MINIATURE ALMANAC—Thursday, June28.
Sun rises, morn.4 19 I length of days.15 27
Sun sets, eve.7 40 | lligu water, morn.
10 44

(Wring

PORT OF PORTLAND.

dA w2w

Wnlarsday* Jaac 25.
ARRIVED.
W.Uw»
Sch Ceresco, Smith, St George NB.
ALS will be receive*! by the Committee
Sch Brookrllle, (Rr) Hatfield. Windsor NS.
on Streets, Skle-Walks and Bridges, at th© Civil
Sch Lark. (Hr) Macomber, Windsor NS.
Engineer's office, until Tuodav tile 8th day of July
Sell Frances, Dobbin, Joncsport.
iH-xt, for tlie removal of the Hies or Dolptuus in the
Sch Shoal Water, Ryder, Bangor.
Harbor off Victoria W’harf.
Sch J C Waldron, Small, Bangor for Middleton Ct.
j
8. W
LARRABEK. Chairr-An.
Sch Webhaunet, Fowler, Bangor for South BerCdher dalies please copy.
j« 2otd
wick.
Sch Texas. Ellis, Bangor for Harwich.
Old Frames Ke-Oilt,
Steamer Montreal, Prince, Boston.
RENEWED by
CLEARED.
MORRISON k CO.
Steamer Parkersburg. Hoilman, New York, Emory

AND

I

|

Next door above the Rritleh aad American Kxpreee
< >»ee. whore he will accommodate all who
may Be hi
want of goode la hie line, at very low prices.

TO No. S3 EXCHANGE STREET.

Book

Binding

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

l.uodtt 4c Chemical*.

slock In this «b |*artinent is complete, comprising every article uwii in the art.
MORRISON k CO.,
28, Market Square.
juuetHdtfw.Jt

M.

New

€■111 Frame*.

Ar at Liverpool 7th. E Fleming. Ixnett, Charleston; Kth, Georgian*. Baxter. 11 a\ a na.
Sailed 9th. Harriet Spaulding, Booker, Rockland;
Senator, Wal*h, New York.

York.

Aus-

IjYOR

!

Holmes, I

Cooper,
Bassett,

Boston.
Sailed from Calcutta May 8, Belle of the West,
llowes. Boston.
Ar at Shields 10th.

PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
size or style desirod—latest patterns aud beat
workmanship—made to order by
MORRISON k CO., 96, Market Square.

25, Simoda, Smith, New

Arat Port Philip Heads April 25, Joseph
Bangs, Boston.
Ar at Hong Kong April 18, Julia G Tyler,
New York.
Sailed 18th, N B Palmer, Low, Now York.
Sailed from Singapore April 29, Borneo,

Saxony. Sonne,-.

SEAVEY.

Phyeielane and
book.

Jane

Kamil lie supplied with Medlclace lad
Clan* renewed and vial* refilled.
M. 1*3,
eodfim

ARMS!

TO

| SIXTEENTH REGMIENT.

Ol'R

xas.

Ar at Melbourne March

MEDICINES,

For sale at the above store by

15 Recruits Wanted
To till n)i

WITH

Per steamship Etna, at Jfcw York.
Svduoy NSW March 20, Alice t auieron,

Framing,

usual.

Shuars.

Pier mid Mantle Mirror*.
Per steamship Bremen, at New York.
Ar at London 9th.Irvine. Churchill, Boston. CUI
Oval, Square or Kliptical frames, with
7th, Colloney, McCreary, and Rosa, Mimle, New I
Rosewood, Black Walnut or (lilt finish inadv
York.
to «*rd*‘r, of any size, style or design, of new and
Ar at Falmouth 8th. John Runyan. Carver, Mataii- : elegant patterns'; also clu-ap Looking Glasses and
in old frames, bv
zas; Samoset, Chapman..Sombrero; 9th. Mary C Fox,
j plates re-set
MORRISON & CO., 28, Market Square.
Fredericks, Cardenas; Wilmington, Masters, Matau-

Ar at

ae

at

2rt Market

Photographic

and Picture

Done neatly

On Hand.
supply of best Extra Deep Gold

i

KIDD'S MAGjiSS laid

Ho removed hie stock of

PROPOS

CONSTANT
Leaf, aud at low rates

mad

BOOKS, STATIOKEEY, PICTUEE8,
Pirtirt FrMM». P»frr Imim fmn tot, U, kt.,

OFFICE PORTLAND ADVERTISER.

A

Drag

S. n. COLES WORTHY,

CYRIL PEARL, Editor.

R G York A

a

•

& Masonic Journal.

Crystal

anally kept fen

1'aiat Eetebllahmcnt.

Miller.

The

Dye-Stuffs,

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

Post Office.

CARD.

A

GOODS,

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPI'OIITF.RS. BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS. Ac.,

Fire Insurance Company,
Cash Capital and Surplus, 4312,000.

Relief Fire Insurance Company*
New York. -Cash Capital and Surplus, 4230.000.

Equitable

DIALII II-

—

WARREN SPARROW,
74 Middle, ear. of Exehauge St.,
CORTLAND, ME.,
Agent of the following liner Clubs Insurance Co's:

city.
fn Skowhegan 10th inst, Mr Washington Mack to
Mi** Fmma A Chapin, both of S.
In Howdofn 21*t inst. Mr OH* Goding, of Kowdoin,
to Mi** Mel vina Demerce. of Canada East.
In New Gloucester 22d iu*t, Mr George W Rich, of
Gray, to Ml** Angle W Hailey, of New Gloucester.

tin, New York.

HAY,

Grx*. Riplk*. Revolvers^CcTi.iutT and
8porting Good* generally.
ALSO,
and Steu&il

$14.100.do.106|
State*

Glasgow 7th, Glad Tidings, Morgan,

H.

Trout & other Fishing Tackle.

BROKERS’ BOARD, BOSTON. JmmmTiT.
$10,000 United St ate* Coupon-Sixes (1881).1001
$16,000 .do?.7.1<*I
$20,300 United State* 7 3-10 Treasury Note*.106?.
$10,000 .do...»3. lift?
.do.10611-16

Arat

rmn

Of erery variety, quality and price, smhrcstag all
the various style* of gold paper* manufactured, together With a IWI stock of Satins, mediums and common paper*—the large* stock to be found in tbb
market, at loarest market price*. School Books of
every kind in ase at wboleaalo print.

K SECOND QUARTER of the Summer Senion
of till. I natitutfcm will commence

Thin i«
cau be

order,

STATIONERY

EATON BO A KOI NO SCHOOL,

FOR

hand and made to

la •elected with the greatest cam from Urn hast Foreign and American House*, aad embrace* erery article needed for public office*,
(locating "-nir aad
private use#, and at fewest prims.

City.

KENT’S HILL,

on

of erery variety of style and finish. From our long
experience, we are enabled to oflbr to the trade and
our customers bettrr bargains in
quality and prims,
than can be found in any other mtaiWishamut hi the
State. Oar stock of

ADVERTISEMENTS^

NEW

jjjj

BLAH BOOK AID BTATIOBEBY,

NEWPORT. Ar 23d, schs Flight, Gibbs, Somerset
for Philadelphia; 24tli, Amazou, Sean, Bangor
for
*
New York.
NEW BEDFORD. Ar 24th, sch Tiger, llarding.

-,

dZtawft wtf

EXCHANGE ST.

Pawtucket.

Loud was burned to the
There was in the barn at the time a
sleigh and pung, aud some farming utensils.
The tire originated from sonic heartless
boys
that were having some fun with a dog.
They
caught the dog and tied Some shavings to him,
and then set tire to them aud set him loose.
As soon as loose, the dog started for the Inm.
where there was some hay, and in a few moments it was all on fire.
Mr. Loud had just
finished some repairs that he w as making on
the barn. There were some carpenters’ tools
in the tmni but the most of them were saved.
Insured for $150.—Saco Democrat.

York.

Iff

DEALER

PHILADELPHIA. Ar 23d, bark B Fountain,
Keller. Matanzas; brig J Boyd, Kilpatrick. Saco.
Cld 23d. brigs Delhi. Darnaby. Demarara; Andrew
Peters, Watts, Matanzas; C U Jordan, l'lumer, New

never

Lateched—At Pembroke lOtli inst, bark N M
IIav’EX, of about 430 tons. She is owned in this
city, and is to he conimati<l«>d by Capt Hall, of this
city. This is the third hark of at»out tho same size
launched within a lew month* by Mes*rsGeorge Russell A Co.
The Messrs Russel Is have just laid the keel for
another vessel of Jon tons.

THOU. H. POOR.

N«w Custom logic ui Post Office, PodlsW, Iiiie,

Gardiner.

Sylvester

& Fox.
Sch Maryland, Knight, Baltimore,
Son.
Sch Dahlia, Kent, Bangor, master.

je24tf

EDWARD P. RANKS,

BALTIMORE.
Ar 23-1, bark
Lac/ Elizabeth,
Nichols, Havana; brigs Frances Jane, Kirch,St Johhs
PR; Montrose, Caribbean Sear Eliza M Strong,
Strong. Havana; schs Myers, Rhoads, and Golden
Rod, Bishop. White House Ya; Messenger, Fogg,
Bangor; Christiana, Knight, Portland; Star,-,

X. Y. Z.

In Newburvnort 21*t inst. Mr* olive
late Mr Samuel knight, of Peru Me.

disuensary

CRAB. r. C'KOPMAff.

Sailed 9th, ship Romance of the Sea, Clough, Hong

meeting
subject
Young.”
Addresses were mode by lion. Mr. Perham,
Rev. Messrs. French of Turner, Battles of
Bangor, Gaines of Bethel, Hodgdon of Be Hast,
and others. It was a spirited
meeting.
I looked in last evening at the Free Will
Baptist meeting. There was a good attendance ; a Ministers’ Conference was
being held.
I like tlie Press of course; it U a good
looking paper and everybody says so.

II

thejpurest

Kong.

of war war held to consider the general
ol the ** Religious Education of the

$37,000 United
$1,000 United
$9,600 I'inted
$600 United

Coeds, Ac.,

pnhlic patronage, trusting

a

that by furnishing
chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
depaitment, to merit the oonfldenco
of the public.

do.

connected with the Universalist
churches in this State. Last evening a

in

large

Fancy
Drug*, Chemicals,
And solicit
share of

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO. Ar June 9, ships Storm Hood,
Callaghan and Hong Kong; 10th, Competitor,Leekie,

day Schools

Fire

taken

SAN

before has there been such a satisfaefory exhibit of the work and prosperity of the Sun-

of Mr.

!

store. Ns. 76 MftsMIe Street*
HAVE
(Fox Block.) and respectftilljr invite nnhlic atand well selected stock of

tention to their

Lubec, steering WSW.

Correspondence of the Press.
Bath, June 25,1802.
The Universalist State Convention is quite
iarge. Him. Sidney Perham of Paris is President of the Council, and Rev. Giles Bailey of
Gardiner, Clerk.
The Report on Sabbath Schools, read
yasterday afternoon by Rev. J. C. Snow of Norway, was an able production, and presented
It is said that,

Drug Store

CHOSJIASI * POOR,

lan. from Salem April 23 for Bombay.
May 2, lat 1 S, Ion 84 E, ship Good Hope, Miller,ftn
Calcutta March 18 fcr New 1 ork.
Mav 8, lat 28 N, Ion 38, brig Onward, I'ongally, ftn
New York April 9 for Kio Janeiro.
May 23, lat 37 10 N, Ion 46 60 W, ship Sami Unssell,
Winchell. from New York Mav 10 for Hong Kong.
May 24. lat 37, Ion 18. ship Nathl Thompson, Hickman, from Cadiz May 18 for Ihwtou.
June 3. lat 48 35. Ion 17 25, bark Searsbrook, from
London for New York.
June 6. lat ft), Ion 9 12. bark W A Banks, Bartlett,
from Havana for Antwerp.
June 17. lat 27 45. Ion 09, brig C II Kennedy, of

city from Maine for soldiers, should come to
the care of our own men, and as we are in
want of some for our soldiers in the hospitals
now, I would suggest that they come or lie directed to the Chairman of our Execut ive Committee from our State, S. P. Browu,
Navy
Agent. We are in want of shirts, drawers,
thin pants, slippers, stockings, light over garments of some kind, and should our folks have
fruit of any kind, a small amount might be
sent, and should there be a Untie soon, 1 think
we should want a considerable amount of such
articles as Is above named. Please
accept this
as only a suggestion from a
person who is a
sympathizer with our sick and wounded boys.
I am truly yours,
A. D. Clark.

facts ol interest.

MISCELLANEOUS^
1STew

SPOKEN.
March 12. lat 17 N. Ion 35 W, bark Glide, McMuI-

Washington, D. C., June 22,1802.
Lieut. Col. Elliot—Sir: It has been suggested that all sanitary stores coming to this

manv

10th Inst,Monarch
Francis B Cutting, Maloney,

land.

Very respectfully, your ob’t serv’t,
Daniel Elliot.

New Vessel.—Messrs. E.

The Boston Journal very petulantly
soldier’s sentiments, delivered with all the pa- ; says if
any one wishes to sec a remarkable case
tlms and tire of oratory and Christian zeal.
of great guns going off at half cock, let him
Alter singing the words of the Iiyum comread Earl Bussell’s aud Lord Palmerston’s remencing with “God bless our native land,” the ! marks on General Butler's order relating to
until

Any articles

Liverpool

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Sliangfeao April 19, ship Nautilus, El well, for
New- York, eld 17th: hark Carih. Bates, from Beaton,
via Rio Janeiro, ar 7th, disg—ha* lsjeu sold for 16,000
Mexican dollars; sch Calliope, Kinsman, from Boston, ar 12th, disg.
At Buenos Ayres 10th ult, ship James Nesmith,
Watts, from Portland, disg.
At St Thomas 2d nit, ships J Webster Clark, Knpperholdt; J I* Whitney, Avorv, and Globe, Baker,
getting ready for sea; Martha Whitmore, Preble,
repg; schs Mary Helen, Hutchinson, fin Rio Janeiro,
ar 27th. wtg orders; Frances Art hernias, Mitchell, fiu
Msehias, nr 23d. disg.
Ar at Pictou 12th inst, sch Germ, Wilson, East port
(and cld 13th for Pembroke); l«th. Adelaide,Sprague,
Boston (and cld 17th for Pembroke).
Cld at Halifax 21st inst, she Banner, Thorne, Port-

uruieu

days

in the year, anil paid 50 cents each
for the men mid ft for tho officers. Six dola

diers.

ground.

The line of the road is in

a

to benefit our sick anil wounded sol-

the road has

the past year and but one

injured during

workman.

taken up.
While the collection was lieing made, a letter was read by Rev. Mr. Chiekering, from

ington,

the road will take the name of the

must be

Kennebec

We give the following letters explaining the
objects of the new Maine Association In Wash-

If the two lines

Railroad,”—but the sum of
paid to the city of Bangor before consolidation can take place, and it is propoeed to raise this sum by subscription.

darkness," in which the vast congregaiion
most heartily joined, led by the noble tones of
the organ, remarks were made by Rev. II. K.
Craig of Bucksjiort, oil the topic, “To the poor
the gospel is preached;” by Rev. D. Sewall of
Bangor, a son of Father Sewall, on the second
topic suggested by the President, Help those
who help themselves;” followed by Dr. Tajv
pan of Augusta, Rev. P. P. Thayer of Garland,
and Rev. Joseph Fiske of Bath.
The third topic, “Help those that do not help
themselves,” was introduced by Rev. J. K. Mason of Hamjiden, and Rev. Ray Palmer, D. I).,
of Altwny, N. Y., formerly a beloved minister
of Bath, in this .State, followed by a jialcrnal
a|>|>eul in behalf of the. Missionary Society of
The officers of the

Smith,

Maine Central

$75,000

of

was

special meeting

a

of each will have to be called.

to Maine, to the country, and to the world.
After singiug the hymn, “O’er the gloomy hills

Maine.

Franklin

Samuel p. Benson and Rufus llorton.
The report of the Directors of this
Company upon the subject of consolidation with the
Penobscot and Kennelicc Corporation, under
act of Legislature of 1850; also the terms of
the consolidation, were read to the stockholders lor their consideration, but no vote coidd
be taken, and if the two corporations do con-

Receipts >13,326.

church.

ensuing

Crocker, William Goodenow,

Rev. Dr. Tappan, Secretary, read the report
of the Trustees. Eighty persons were commissioned last year as missionaries in 78 fields
of labor, comprising 93 where churches are es-

tablished,

for the

Board of Direct-

a

year, and the committee reported whole numlier of votes 1099, all of
which were for John Ware, Jediah Morrill, Ira

ors

ficient instrumentality for the advancement of
Christa’s kingdom in the world.
The report of the Treasurer, John Chute,
Esq., was read by the Corresponding Secretary'.

were

accepted.

Entered fcr loading at
of the Sea. Spencer, and
New York.

The Hick Soldiers of Maine.

and Kennebec Railroad—

Annual .Meeting.

Photographic Frame*.
or oval—every kind called for.
CJurARF.manufactured
ourselves,

These
being
except those
by
necessarily imported, we can compete with any market for low price*. At wholesale or retail, at 2t», Market Square,
MORRISON A CO'S.

a

Immediately.

company from

CUMBEULANI) COlINTV,
To

serve

three years, unless

Better inducements

are

sooner

discharged.

offered than

ever

1* fore.

•160 BOUNTY AT TIIE END OF TIIE WAR,
And ItiU ACRES OF LAND.

Together with £2.00 Bonus,
Pay authorized by Congress.

and

a

month’s Adtauco

Recruiting t Hftce at

Ptifle

Corps Armory,

OLD CITY 11ALL, PORTLAND.

I

Oilt, Ko*rivood, Itlark Walnut and
Oak Moulding*.
lowest cash prices, in quantities to suit the
VTtrade. Ship Moulding* math*>Nand finished to
Mt>RKISt
CO.,
order by
Market

Square.

I3F" Pay and Rations commence on the day of enHstment
JOHN M MARSTOV.
t IIAS. L. Mr A L LISTER,
j* 341 f
Recruiting Officers.

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.
ANCwtiT Er.MS.—The two

largest

TO

of this county, are now standing near the corner of Locust and Cumberland streets, direct-

nine feet and nine inches in circninfeThe branches spread in a line with the
trunks over an area of 139 feet—the trees
standing at a distance of 61 1-2 from each other, fl-om centre to centre. The area of ground
covered would be of much greater extent,
were the trees farther apart, as in their present
position the brauchcs are interlaced. An anecdote is told of one of these trees, which most
forcibly brings to mind the words of that dear
old song,
Woodman, tt;xtre that tree." It is
related as follows:—During the infancy of the
smaller tree, it was found necessary to remove
a building standing contiguous, and which
measures

The Illinois Election !

ADVANCE OF A PORTION OF GEN.

McLELLAN'S ARMY.

rcnco.

must

liug,
an

TUK

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

ly opposite the residence of Oliver Cerrtsh
Esq., iu this city. These tress were planted in
the year 1814 by Seth Clark, Esq., now a resident of Westbrook. The larger and Northernmost of the trees, measures at the distance
of one foot from the ground, ten feet and two
inches in circumference, and the second iu size

New York, June 24.
Rumor says that Gen. Scott is to succeed Senator Stanton ns Secretary of War, with tier.
Batiks as Assistant Secretary, and that Gen.
Pope
is to take Gen. Hank command in the field
while
Gen. McDowell is to be given some
garrison
station.
Another version makes Gen. Scott Commanderin-Chief of army with Gen. Banks as Secretary
of War.
Letters to the Philadelphia papers from Gen.
McClellan’s army, state that our parallel, three
miles long, is completed, also that it is believed
the rebels cannot muster 60,000 men on whom
they can rely to make a charge on us or stand
one from us.

TELEGRAPHIC

elm tree'

XXXVII

A Battle

COMPLAINTS

OF

REBELS !

pass over the then young sajvIn its removal. A workman had seized
and was about to inflict the destructive

blow,
who implored

when his hand was arrested
him to let the

by lady,
sapling have one

Price at Richmond !

chance for life, that chance to be submission to the weight of the building as it passed
AN EXECUTION AT NEW ORLEANS !

to the ordeal, and escai>ed with hut a few- slight
bruises, was re-set and propped up, ami now remains

a

most

stately

monument

izations were identical.

This

was our

mistake.

Kev. Mr. Moore re

igned the past irate of Union Church, and the resignation was accepted
and took formal effect. The congregation to
which he preaches in Mcclianics’ Ilall as yet
has assumed

organic name, ami though
marie up in part of h|s former parishoners, it
is in no sense the organization known as Union Church.
no

standing on the comer of Brown and Congress
streets, Tuesday morning, was summarily relieved of her pocket book, which contained,
however, but a small amount of money. Pocket-picking would undoubtedly have been carried on upon a more extended scale, but for
the large police corps on duty, detailed for the
occasion by the wise forethought of the city
fathers.

Cheaper

to

Ride

than to

Walk.—An

obstreperous hombre was kindly taken cere
of by the ever solicitous police, during the day
of Tuesday, who undoubtedly needed some
assistance in the way of locomotion. The police had, however, caught a tartar; for no
sooner had they lafd hands upon him.
than,
feeling hurt at their gratuitous assistance, like
Pat's hog, he wouldn't got Consequence—
legs strapped—body shouldered—man carried

—imprecations many—convulsions of laughter
—and as we left, nothing could be seen but the
bending forms of the groaning policemen, as
they tenderly conveyed our hero to the
back apartments of the City
Building—where
he was left to appreciate the comfort of a
good
cell (sell).
Municipal Court, June 25, 18C2.—Thos.
Shanahan, unmindful erf the dog law, having
violated the city ordinance, by
endeavoring to
“
keep a whelp without the necessary papers,
was

mulcted in the sum of

making

$2,00

and costs,

in all the

nice little sum of $4,20.
Thomas reached out the sum required, with
much

fervor,

aud

departed inquiring the way
Department
John Murphy, for a like breach of the law,
was adjudged as
requiring to |>ay into the municipal treasury, the sum of $5,17, which being
complied with, without a grumble, Jobu was
immediately notified of his release.
James Curtin was brought before His Honor
Judge Lane on the charge of drunkenness and
disturbance of the public peace. This being
his first offence, His Honor deemed it
proper
to show some leniency in the
matter, merely
requiring him to pay a fine of $.1,00 and costa
—total, $<1,17, which little bill was promptly
paid.
to the License

Aid

Soldiers’ Families.—A correspondent writing from Alva, Aroostook County,
asks if

to

plantations

have the same

duty

to perform towards the families of soldiers as towns.
We answer yes, aud their expenditures for
such purposes will be reimbursed
by the State,
as towns will be.
Plantation officers

Mississippi Guerrillas

I!

Prom

McClellan’* Division.
McClellan's Heah Quarters, >
Sunday, June 24. IS1I2. 5
From the movements of the enemy lost night,
and from information received from a contraband, a general engagement was looked for this
morning. The troops were all under arms at
daylight and everything in readiness, but after
a slight demonstration
by the rctiels, and finding themselves promptly met at every point,
they retired to tneir old position.
A terrible storm visited this section last
night
lasting atomt three hours. The wind blew a
hurricane, leveling tents and trees in all directions.
The Richmond papers complain of the
large
price paid for substitutes in the rebel army, any
of whom immediately desert. They mention instances where as high as 14 and 20 dollars have
been paid.
The action of Col. Rufus Ingalls at White
House in causing the arrest of some fifty of the
most prominent dtisens
remaining in the rear
of our army in having a most salutary influence
on those who are suffered to remain.
Ten arrests were made yesterday in the neighborhood
of New Kent Court House and Charles
City.
The arrested parties were sent to Fortress Monon.

bec <t

Portland Railroads to

run

excursion

trains on the 4th of July, to this
city, at one
fare the round trip, for the accommodation of
tile Sons of Temperance and others who wish

tnjoln In the celebration. Particulars lien-after.
tar The Augusta Journal says information
has been received that the 12th Maine
Regiment, now at New Orleans is being tilled up
by recruits at new Orleans. The recruits arc
effective men, but mostly Irish and Germans.
LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.
The dispatches to last evening’s papers were
very meagre. A Winchester letter of the 21st,
says Gen. Fremont will establish bis headquarters at Middleton or Winchester.
It is rc]K>rted that Jackson is at Hurey, and
that he had captured Front Royal.
The Richmond Enquirer of the 21st learns
from the Express that the troops to the number
of 6000 have advanced from Norfolk and Suffolk
to a point on the seaboard railroad, known its
the Franklin Depot, fifty miles from Portsmouth
and thirty from Welden. The aim of this force
is, beyond a doubt, to advance to Weldeu and
cut off the railroad connection at that place with
Petersburg and Richmond. This explains the
recent visit of Gen. Burnside to Gen. McClellan.

JULY

rebel troops fled to tiro ltio Grande. As soon as
the rebels are pushed away from Messilla, the
overland mail route will be open from Bonolula
via San te Fe, Fort Thorn, Tuscan, and Fort Yuma to San Francisco.
Geo. Weight, Brig. Gen.
(Signed)

Cairo, June 25.
The number of claims thus far presented before
the commission, has reached nearly seven hundred, representing in the aggregate $100,000.
From California.
San Francisco, June 9.
Gen. Carloton’s Brigade has entered Arizona.
The advance guanl under Col. West reached
Tuzcow about the I7th ult., the rebels having
previously abandoned the place. The stars and
stripes were again hoisted over the ruins of Fort
_

Breckinridge.

Railroad Accident.
Trenton, N. V., June 25.
An extra train with the 8th Massachusetts
Battery, Capt. Cook, 150 men and 120 horses
ran off the track three miles from Trenton depot, precipitating five or six cars into the canal.
Several horses arc said to be killed. So far as
known, only one man is missing.
Rumor of an Attack on Harper's Ferry.
Harper's Ferry, June 24.
A pontoon bridge will arrive this afternoon
on the way to Gen. Fremont.
The greater part
of the force here is throwing np earth works on
Bolivar Hights. Supplies arc plenty.
It was rumored yesterday that the rel»el Gen.
Ewell was advancing on New Creek with 4000
men.
The 23d Illinois and 87th Pennsylvania
regiments weut there this morning. Jackson is
by this time checked, and Gens. Fremont, Banks
and Shields have joined their forces to pursue
him.

ing specie.
Gen. Shepley had vetoed several acts of the
Common Council which were calculated to injure
the rising Union feeling.
Numerous guerilla hands along the Mississij*-

pi annoyed passing

Sugar IR,©finery,
TORE STREET, PORTLAND. ME.

C. K.

Southern firmer ; mixed to good5.0U®
6,70; fancy and extra 5.75 (4 0.76
Wheat. 1 Of 2 c better:
Springs 70 (g 1,00;
Iowa and Wisconsin 1,08® 1,10; Amber Michigan
1.20® 1.21.
t orn 1 ft2c better; New Mixed Western 48461; old

53); White Western 86.
62|o
Fork more active and

CLAPP'S

9

*4 Eri“..
Prior.

CONGRESS STREET,

—

Perils ad. Me.
ratito 1AIIU,
intcH,
JdNtf

JOHH

BETWEEN U. S. & PREBLE

HOUSE,

T. R.

oo
JO OO
5 OO

SILKS,

Han

JULY,

CLOAKS and CLOAK GOODS,

SHAWLS,

SUN UMBRELLAS * SHADES,
BATES QUILTS,

CASH

An> invited to

AT WHOLESALE AND

can

always be found

IE

Their Establishment is famished with all the
approved modern machinery, and their assortmert of

at

Either for Coat

prices

or

PORTLAND.

to

Ac,
will sell

line,

hare

We

and made to

And

IN

MANNER.

an

for

cash, at

our

1ST.

MASTER’S In tenet in

•

Veuel.

Beet of

Bef-

ffiven.
1’UETLAXD POST OFFICE,

24. IS®.

*d4w

_BOX

PENSIONS, BOUNTY MONEY,
Back Pay, ftr.

BRADFORD & HARMON,
No. 88 Exchange 8t., Portland, Mains.
devoted our attention exclusively to the Peasion business for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency iu Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims against the Government with
promptness and despatch, and on very reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.
FKEKMAN ItRA DFOUD,
Z. K HARMON.
d&wtf.
Portland, June 9M!».

Wr the I'ndcntiinicd,
respectfully give notice that we have
hi night out the Photograph rooms lately occupied by .1. U. P. Ituruhaiu, formerly the old stand of

WOULD

Brothers,
No. 9(1 MIDDLE

And have newlv fitted up the
ed to carry on the

Style* are un*urpa**od.

BILLS, PRRGR AMMES,
AXD

TENEMENTS WANTED.

and

are

WANTED—Convenient tenements for the
accommodation of two small families, in
respectable localities, an d within ten miuntw* walk of the Font Office. Bent not to

Portland, June 26, 1862.

daw

In all its various branches, and in the latest and beat
style of the art.
We also say that we have at least a thousand splendid negatives of the citizens of Portland, which can
be examined
persons wishing pictures from any of
them, priuts of which will be made at very short notice.

and Ambrotypes Copied
required, and finished in Oil and Water
India Ink and finest materials.

Daguerreotypes
To any size

Mono)' LoNit.
A SUM OF
»uit«ldv re wanted

IOSl,
J
MRce.

(

MONEY. The tinder will Ik*
l»y leaving the cauie at (hi*

Colors,

der It aoft aad

Jeeeph

gloeey

for aeveral

daya. Urepgred by

k Co.. Barton, and for aale by all

Barnett

NEW

PAINT

STORE.

CORKER OP

WATER AND
BOSTON.

Ashael

CONGRESS ST.,

Wherler, Ag’t,

in Union

Street, Maaalhetarer and Deal-

in

PAINTS OILS, VARNISHES.

—ABU-

given to the collection of all de-

CHANGE OF SfclASON I
WI. C. BECKETT,

Tailor,

Please give us a call, as perfect satisfaction is guaranteed iu every instance.

W. T. A U. U. WILDER.
dlncodlw
JuiuW, lwfi

MACHINK CUT FILK8.

1ST, MIDDLE ST.,
Ha*

THE

himself

selections from the New
in New York and
Boston, to meet the requirement* of his customers
and the public a* to

prepared
by
Style* of Goods recently imported

AND

Are
M

u

er*

BOW

HIM
ur.

in

readv to nipply errry description of their
Cl'T riLKB, warranted .uperiur to all othomen ahd riLKWoi*:

NO. 34

K I LET MTtlET,
(Corner ol Contra).) Boalun.

FANCY BROADCLOTHS
Coats, embracing the nicer
German, a* well as the cheapElegant Black and Colored,

FAMILY

MOiriMIHU

Of a great variety of patterns. VESTINGS of all
varieties that the market affords- Silk. Satin. Linand unique styles. Also

the

en. and Cotton—many rare
an assortment of the nicer

qualities of

FURNISHING GOODS,

Sale of

MOURMIMG DRESS GOODS,

mmnMM
MII.L1NEHY EXCLUSIVELY.

8. 8. William*.

To all of which attention is especially iuvited.

JAMBS

•.•Coat and vest maker* wanted.
Portland. June 23. 1HK2.

*
P O P B,
Wholeaale and Retail Dealer* In

dtf

WHITE

NOTICE.

The Masons,

Congreg&tionalists,

AND THE REST OF MANKIND,
requested to call at Todd**, corner of Middle
and Exchange Streets, up stairs, to get shaved

June

23.

Mud

OAK

AND HACKMETAOK SHIP TIMBER

ARE
have their hair cut.

or

HOODS,

» Wiitu Strutt. Boaroa,
Fatabliahcd for the

DOESKINS!

GENTLEMEN’S

WHIPPLE

FILS MANUFACTURING CO..

SUMMER SEASONS !

For Dress and Frock
qualities of French and
er substantial fabrics.
Plain and Fancy

Whitt* nut* l imber for
tortes.

Wharves, Bridges and Fa©-

Also Southern line

Floorings

on

hand and

worked to order.
9» State Street,
Timber 1 hicks

corner

(up

of E and

stair*

)

First Sts.. Boston.

TODD.

J. M.
1

SOMETHING NEW!

For Hats and

prepar-

by

ALL SORTS OF HAND DILLS.

OP THE BAIR,

now-a-dmya, may bo antirely
prevented by the nse of BtTsarrr'a Cocoaikb. It
haa been aaed in tbomuda of caaee where the hair
wni coming out in hnndfhUi, and haa never foiled to
anest ita decay, and to promote a healthy aad vigorooa growth.
It ia at the mme time unrivalled m a
dn-aaing for the hair. A aingio application will reaao common

Perry, Oxford.
U. P. Deane, Ksq., Portland,
D. W. Fessenden, In., Portland,
d&wlw
Luther Billings, Eaq., Bridgton.

STREET,

rooms

Photograph Business,

SHOP

PREMATURE LOSS

Hon. J. J.

lturiiham

WEDDING AND ADD HE 88* CARD 8

deniera.

all

REFERENCES:

671

Having

Executed iu Uelc to *uit the u»o*t Ikatidiou*.

BURNETT’S KAL.LISTON,
Complexion haa no eqaal. It la
diatingniahed for iu cooling aad aoothiag ,ragman,
and in admirably adapted to all aaaatuni oonditiona
of the akin; removing Taa, Sankara. Trochlea. Uedneaa and Konghneaa of the akin. An.,
caring Chapped
Hand*, and allaying the irritation canned by the bite*
of Moaqattnea, and other annoying iaeeeta.
Prepared by Joaeph Barnett A Co., Boeton. aad for rale
by
Wadi for the

a

SUPERIOR GLUES.

In his new stock are comprised Fancy Cloths fbr
Spring Overcoats and Business Suits, Rich Black and

Addrew

AND MINERAL WATER.
Howabd Am.nire Bcildibo, Howakd St.,
Boston.
DRAUGHT ALE AXD PORTER.

Law,

LARRABF.E A CO.. « F.xol»o** St
copies of au ANCIENT
original of which was obtain^ at Jerusalem.
jc£31wd

FOR

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of
Printing,

attention

D.

service in the present war. obtained for Soldiers
and Sailors, tlieir widows and Heirs, from the United States Government, on application in person or
by letter to

OTI1KR

Prompt

mands.

Ivlitolieirs,

offer for sale several
RJ.
MASONIC CHART, the

June

IK

iivoir.n a

Wanted to Purchase.

DOCUMENTS executed with despatch.

at

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING

erencee

Sioek.

(Irnemlly, Staple Drags, Sponges, Ganna,

Ancient Masonic Charts.

A

Shi,

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, SODA,

to order.
daw2w

Attorney aud Counsellor

SUN-UMBRELLAS,

Billets A Circulars in Every Variety of Typo.

TAGS MERCED WITH IIOI.ES A GLUTEN ED
WHEN DESIRED.

of

HALE,

2V£erch.ant
I.

11ACKMETAC KNEES. LOCUST TREENAILS, and a general variety

BRIDGTON, MAINE.

137 MIDDLE STREET,-!- MOZZEY BOW.

BANK CHECKS, NOTES, AND BILLS OF LABINC.

DAVID

variety of of Small Articles pertainbusiness, all of which will be sold cheap

to

IX

Aad Painter*' Supplies

endless

ing

JONES,

DliLBB

Formerly

June 28.

SKIRTS, HANDKERCHIEFS, BUTTONS,
EMBROIDERIES. LINEN BOSOMS,
r.o,

Soils Wunoen. 118

Bottom, by

FAIRBANKS A BROWN.

MB.

Sign* of erery description executed

one can always find any article
about wholesale prices.
large assortment of

u iai v

Ti'nm'i

Sold m
Milk Strixi

er

order.

Money Drawer.

a certain Trunwnem against

BEALE,

POBIXAMD,

of House-Keeping Goods,

PARASOLS,

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

White’s Patent Alarm

deniera.

HE.

SION AND FANCY PAHJTEB,

at
a

ill Milk Strut,
(Thorndike Building,) Comer of Batterymureh St,

Ne. lO EXCHANGE STREET,

unsurpassed, and

in this

SCALES.
There Scale. arr rtill mannfoetnred
eniy by the original inventora. who
are conatantly
adding aach rani mad
ra/wab/e improvements aa their long
*
experience and .kill anggeat.
A COMPLETE VABJETT:
« Hay. Coal. Railroad, Hat
form, Coantcr, Drag-

d3m

OLIVER S.

——AND-

Is

PAINTER,

Half Way Hewn WII lew Street,

DOESKINS,

wa

MOODY.

rRAEELIE C

FOBTLASD,

SATINETS,

*

FAIRBANKS

Which la

eodtf

SIGN

be sold at

BLEACHED OK BROWN COTTONS.
QUILTS, LINENS,
DAMASKS. FLANNELS.

Every Variety

Me

WILLIAM CAPES,

that can’t be beat.

I" adequate to do any work demanded in this State.

PRODUCE,

June 23.

rants, and in this line

Constantly on hand,

IK

Jane 23.

Ladies’ Sacks and Mantillas,

Fancy Types,

Variety,

DOLE.

AEDREW T.

OUR STOCK OF PRINTSj

Our

t^ol^d reiurJid ^

Aj

merchants,

FLOUR, CORN AND

127 MIDDLE ST.

■

CASS I MERES,

CLOTHS,

at

MECHANICS’ HALL,

xcectl from $150 to 175 p< annum
Address Box 42, Fo*t office, or apply at the Countini; Boom of the 1 »aily Freim, Fox Block.
Fortland, June 23.

Dry Goods,

purchased at the lowest cash prices,
a trifling anranoe.
We bare also a large lot of
MIXTURES,

line.

CONGRESS ST.,
Comer of Casco Street,
SMITH A BOYD.

DEALER

Ho. 6 Galt Block Commercial Street,

We hare in store the most extensive stock of

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING!

RETAIL,

SL’KK cyan

For BLEEDINti, BT.I5D, and ITCHUFfS pit fa
8CWIFULA, SALT
AND DISEASES or THE
skin
One bottle warranted to care
case of FIW two
bottles In all other cases of theevery
above diseases; if not
dealers are requested to refund the moner in ,J~re
cm*,
tlnly ivc bottlea in .
those were conHrmcd Fistula. Ilaudreds of
letters
and certificate* are now In th»*
proprietor's possession
which can be seen on
application. Send for (irealar
|,<>WLr- Chomiat. 71
i’]'
** evcrywhrre, Certifo

dtf

Commission

Ever brought into the city,

Floor,

The Proprietor* of the PoRTLAWn Daily Pros
rosp.'etlully invite nttoulion tu tlieir facilities for executing, in beautiful stylo, every description of

AND-

FOWLE’8 FILE AMD KUMOR CURE.
TOR OMLT

WHOLE*.LB DBALKS

merchant,

GENERAL

BABB.

J nst

Prices,

KfcfiSXiX £ SlSISry&S

FAIRBANKS ft BEARD,

Portland. June 23, 1882.

THE BEST, HOST EXTENSIVE

PORTLAND, MAINE.

TORPEDOES,

else in this

.

cdlw

N. I. MITCHELL’S,

ASD

At the Lowest

examination of thia Stock before

Assortment of

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

ALSO

u

«od J. C. Buttre a
WHhal. tt wav bo

C. D. BROWN,

Commission

AND VARIED
N*. 82} EXCHANGE STREET,

LAW

ctreWW-Mwl
Kngraved Portraits.

*ne
Bne Steel

Snceeaeor to Manning k Brown,

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

Printing Office,

THE NEATEST

orJ«ina“"of the*££ nae£

SHIP TIMBER AID FLAIR

buying.

C.

CUT

1 am the

Cargoreof Oak Timber and Flaak fhrafched to ordor.
« State St., Horton. WharfI50;Bordcr 8t„ E. Norton.

X»D WHOLEAA LB

Jane 23.1862.

AND

member that

ya^Monory, andMreTFAagt foflt*??* g±

Per lie wd. Me.

•

FLOUR, PRODUCE, PROVISIOXS|AND GRAIN,
UNION ST., Pertland.

POWER

RULED

wanted! agent*.
T1**? fboert to engage In the Mle of E rest

CROSS,

DOLE A MOODY,

1 *69.

Ac.

BUYERS,

CALDEUWOOD k BECKETT.
Portland, June 23.
dtf

BILL-HEADS

v&JZ&xzxsr&zsa

H KNRY

f^dM «;kra^^eP'l"^^

visiting the islands, supplied
with stores at the shortest notice.
Excursionists
Orders

Bnsineii Card* of Every
Style and Cost

■ n.. ■

Watch-Maker,

J*k

PLEASURE PARTIES.

THE PORTLAHD DAILY PRESS

L. J.

141 Middle Street,

Arrangements.

Exchange.

PertUwd, Me.

AJ«o, Dealer in Watchea, Jewelry and Sflrer Ware.
Portland. June 33.1882.
tf

A CORDIAL IHVITATHW,

Book and

ST?b***0"

Sold in Portiund by Einr * Wmtuom.

Jeweler,
Cpk Manufacturing
AND SILVERSMITH.

COTTONS amt DOMESTICS,

Is extended to all Military, Fire and other Associations and hocieties In the State, to loin with us in the
Celebration of our National Birthday.
l*er Order Committee of
Portland, June 23,1802.
d&wtd

econil

by mm, ftw of

beat the office from S A.
M„ In 1
The office will he open, and comnrtont nw.
u
**
attendance, from 7 FlA.
All communication, ahonld be dirested to tt
**
"
C BEENF., » Hminfield Street,

pI>r.Urreoewlll

BOtvar.

HATCH,

i!41 Middle Street,
HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,

EVENING.

solicited.

At_

Wl. H. II.

Engines.

Three Bands will be stationed at different points la
the City, and will discourse sweet Music.

Fox Block,

Afflicted with m*c

wri«hu-

T. R. BURNHAM.

JuilC S.

WOOLENS,

OF

PLAS.

MIDDLE STREET,

#0

There will be an exhibition of Steam Fire Engines,
nndcr the supervision of the Chief Engineer of the
Portland Fire Department, II. C. Barnes, Esq.

Book and Job

nneers, or those

persona] attention.
** lhe u*“' Of

PREMIUM 8TAMDARD

THE HrMBEB.

■ ION or TDK BIG

Bay.

STEAM

l’crsonshurlng (

ptfeatod diseases, should immediately aval] thsiasali uj
of Ur. tvresns s

SRREET,

Room and gone to New York,

tu.

ant EMBER

IV Er!“*.noo

Policies Printed & Bound for Insurance Coe,

llengoluN,
Pin-Wheels,
Serpents, At-.,

having .old

W Broadway.

GOODS,—large stock,

which

any part of the country with foil

rirn!P*Tl J'™'*
S^RhErttaSir

is the only Room where either of the BainTHIS
hams
Interested in the City, J. C. P. Burnt.

DRESS

84 Prinr,.
DISTANCE FOR EACH RACE TWO MILES.
All the Oarsmen of the Provinces and Stabs are
invited to compete for the championship of Casoo

fsst sf

tho«. ltkch.

are

oo
86 OO

wear

by

rent to

ranun.

scription.

180 Fsre Street

mny be

RHR^i1^'

BURNHAM,

MIDDLE

.no oo
84 Prise,. 30 OO
THIRD RACE.
Open lo all Barges and Race Boats of every de-

Fire

Day, Pret’t. Ray. p. Ma»o*, Fie. Ptci'i,
H. (jRucnm, M. D.,
SnyrrintnuUnf /Ayaictoa.
Thi» tnrtitution vrga eatgbllibcd
for the «ttre of Dim
****' upon the principle, of Innocent
medication, entirely diacarding the nee of Fofaonoda Drug,.
Many diaetaca, auch aa srrdfdtt, Hllmom 6f the
Blood, Diacarea of the Throat and
l.unga, DyapepaM,
IJtot Complaint, Heart
Complaint, Rhenmatiam,
i e male Complainta, and a
great variety of ordinary
Mara«»
.aceerefolly treated
Medicine

Photographic Artist,
OO

Atlanta.

Steam.

—

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SECOND RACE.

EXHIBITION

AND

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL
STREET,
(Opposite head of Widgery’s Wharf,)

Open only to the four organised Boat Clubs of this
City, via: North Star, Young Mechanic, Alpha, and

Roman Candles,

M

‘W'holesale Ghrooers,

REGATTA.

Prior,.

PORTLAND, ME

JOHN LYNCH * CO,

Grand Regatta for Wherries, Barges, and Race
Boats, will take place on Back Cove, at 3 o'clock.
FIRST RACE.
Open to all, in Wherries and Fancv Boats of every
description, polled by one man, with one pair of

Rockets,

d2w

Career .f Pearl aid Federal Sta..

A

FIRE-WORKS,

everything

BLOCK,

Marblo Chimney l*ieces, Monumental Work and
Grindstones.

_J<33tf

The children of the Public and
Sunday Schools will
ho Stationed upon State Street, and will
sing patriotic
and national anthems, while the Procession is halting. The Tableaux and Music will be under the direction of Mr. Thurston.

34

THOMPSON,

Marble, Free Stone, Soep Stone,

Tableaux Vivnnts.

tinner; tho govern men conmess was taeku at 10.9043

Freights to Uver{M>ol drooping.

Aud

R.

OFFICE 96 BKOMFIEI.D ST., BOSTON.
*«Y. N.

Work.

!• prepared to reoeire order* for

i

prime

11.
11.12);
Sugar** firm; New Orielns 9i by auction.

FIRE-CRACKERS,

Marble
J.

Cliicago

FOURTH OF

BABB'S,

Mdiam medical Ihrtituie.

talw^

_jcMdtf_

WASHBURN, Jr.,

Governor of the State.

4.00(4'4,00;

vessels.

Bangor, June 25.
At the annual meeting of the stockholder of
the Maine Telegraph Company, holden in this
Washikotos, June 05.
city on the 25tli inst., the following gentlemen
A general order from the Adjutant General’s
were unanimously elected directors for the enoffice says : In every ease of prisoners taken in
elsuing year: Hiram O. Aldcn, Janies Wliit
arms against the United
States, who may be
fast; Albert W. Bainc, Jacob A. Smith, Altert
tried and sentenced to death, the record of the
Holton, Bangor; JamesS. Bellow, William P.
tribunal Ix-fore which the trial was had will lie
forwarded for the action of the President of the ;i Merrill, Portland; Aaron Hayden, Kastport;—
Edward O'Brien, Thomaston. At a subsequent
United States, without whose orders no such
meeting of the directors, Hiram Aldcn was electsentence will be clouted.
ed President, and William P. Merrill Secretary
and Treasurer for the ensuing year.
New Yonx, June 25.
Steamer Commodore hasarrived with sick and
wounded soldiers from White House.
Memphis, June 25.
The Commodore brought 374 sick and woundA detachment of the bth Illinois cavalry made
ed soidiers. No list has yet been
a
on
the
descent
rebel
procured.
cavalry guarding a train
near Cold Water Station on the Mississippi and
Tennessee railroad, and capenml 25 prisoners
Quaim-, June 25.
Steamship Jura, from Liverpool 12th and Lnn- and 20,000 pound of baron on train. They de1 ’tth, nrrivod off Father Point at 1.10
dojitb-rrj
stroyed bridges, rendering the roads impartible.
this morning. She lias 60 cabin passengers and
The navigation of White river is now o|»en to
210 in the steerage.
Curtis’ army.

4rth, 1862.

men, and other Associations will escort the City (ioreniment and invited guests through the
principal
streets, to the City llali, where the Declaration of Independence will be read by Nathan Webb, Eeq., and
an address delivered
by llis Excellency,

New York Market*
■f Flour, State and Western 4 ® Idc better,
Superfine
Stan* 4,25 a 4 40: extra do., 4.00 (a) 4.70; choice 4,75
® 4,76; Bound Hoop Ohio 5.05 4 5.10; Su peril uu
western 4,25 «- 4,40; comumu to goodixtra western

men

JeflBtf

JOHN B. BROWN * SONS,

Procession nt lO o'clock.
A Procession will be formed under the direction of
Charles B. Merrill, Esq., Marshal of the Day, consisting of a Military Escort, the Portland hire Department, and Kiri' Departments of other cities. Sons
of Temperance, Mechanics' Association, and Track-

ISRAEL,

PerthaA Me.

_

Munjoy.

Francisco, 10th.
To Gen I.. Thomas, Adjutant General:
t en. Colton, at Punos Village, May 25, reports that Col. West took possession of Tuscan,
Arizeuia, on the 20th, without opposition. The

tract for 226o bbla

Ctmaerelal Street,

CHEAP,

THE

San

I

a few words to the crowd in
loud cheers at
response
Jersey City, in wHch
he said that his visit to West Point was not to
make or unmake any generals. Gen. Boot* accompanied him to New Y’ork, but no further.
New Orleans advices state that 4 men sentenced to be hung by Gen. Butler for robbery of citizens, were executed on 17th.
Porter's mortar fleet has goee to Vicksburg.
Com. Farragut was before Vicksburg. A portion of his fleet had routed tthc enemy from
Grand Gulf. One man named W. H. Weeks,was
killed oil thcltaska, and 4 wounded.
Bank of America, of New Orleans, was pay-

Anniversary

ADVERTISEMENTS.

directions.

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF,

Bells of all the Churches will be
rung at Sunrise, Noon and Sunset, and a National Salute will
be tired at the same time from Bramhall and

ment:

Sergeant Major, 2d; Sergeant Gilbert, Co. K.,
4th; A. Gable, Co. E., 7lh; C. W. Averill, Co.
F. 6th; E. Morrill, Co. H., 6th; E. Freeton, Co.
F., 6th; N. J. Collide, Co. G., 11th; E. li. Richards, Co. F., 4th; M. K. King, Co. F.,6th; It.
C. Longhand, 11th; M. Gould, Co. A.,
6th; W.
II. Crocket, Co.L, 11th; S. H. Leighton, Co.
C.,
6th; M. Moore, Co. F., 6th; C. G. Toxier, Co.
G.
E.
E., 6th;
Lowe, Co. K., 7th; G. W. Cook,
Co. G., 7th; E. Collins, Co. K., 7th; A. J.
chase, Co. 11.. 1st Maine; A. R. Page, Co. E.,

to

__

The President arrived here at ten minutes to
seven o’clock this
evening, on his return trip
from New York city and West Point. lie left
the latter place at ten minutes past ten this
morning, and the former at ten past eleven, making the trip from New York in seven hours and
twenty minutes, being the shortest time over the
same route between that city and
Washington.
Navy Department will receive proposals for
raising the Varuna and other vessels sunk in the
Mississippi river.
Small note bill vetoed by the President had
reference alone to tianks outside of the District
of Columbia, which have flooded our community with small notes. The laws in rclatiun to the
District lianks have issues of which are nominal
and remain unchanged.
The Jcrseymen here have formed a soldiers aid
society. Subscriptions to the amount of *875
have already benn subscrilied.
Following has beeu received st War Depart-

rer

The President said

c-t

Washington, June 35.
The headquarters of the 13th U. 8. Infantry
and the recruiting dejMit thereof, arc transferred
to a camp to be established near
Philadelphia.

Illinois Election.

DEALER* IE-

NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE,

House adjourned.

Major General Com.

2d.

onnffl am) wl.an

100 lbs., SaltpoUe and Nitrate <if l'otash 2 and
refined 3 cents per lb., Manila Beans 83,00 tier
lb„ whiting, dry 50 cents and when ground in
oil *1,50 per 100 lbs.
On motion of Mr. Rice of Mass., an amendment was adopted, admitting all
imported cotton and linen rags free of duty.
On motion of Mr. Phelps of Cal., an amendment was adopted that nncleaned rice
pay a
duty of 3-4 of a cent jier pound, or twice the
duty on clean rice.
Without coming to a decision on the the bill

The aflair is over and we have gained our
point fully, and with hut little loss, notwithstanding the strong opposition. Our men have
done all that could be desired. The affair was
jiartislly decided by two guns lhatTapt. Decru") (“ Duseiibury,”^ brought gallently into action under very iiiflicult circumstances.
The enemy is driven from his
camp in front
of this, and all ia now quiet.
G. B. McClellan,
(Signed)

More Returned Soldier*.
New York, June25.
Following is a list of names of Maine regia
steamer Commodore: H. C. Clortis, Co. F.,
1th; J. L. Wissom, Co. G.,9tli; 11. 8. Selsbury,
Co. G., 11th; G. Lyon, Co.A., 11th; L. S. Ellis,

w- We team that arrangements have been
made, with the Androscoggin and the Kenne-

rtrv .'if)

ALBERT WEBB * CO.,

Corn, Flour and Grain,

SAVE THE UNION.”
-or our-

Of tbo Nfost Desirable Pattern.
Portland, June 23. 1832.
tdslm

•calls.

Missouri Convention on the subject of emancipation. Laid on the tabic.
Mr. Brown of Virginia, introduced a bill for
the admission of the State of Western Virginia
into Union. Referred to the Committee on Territories.
Mr. Lorgjoy make.I, but consent was refused,
to introduce a resolution
instructing the Committee on Ways and Means to report a bill imposing a tax on bank notes.
The bill for the aitjustment of claims for loyal
citizens, from destruction of property and damage thereto by troops of the United States was
considered.
Sonic debate followed bnt before coming to a
decision on the question the House proceeded to
consider the bill, teni|>orally increasing the duties on imports. Numerous amendments were
made at the instance of the Ways and Means
Committee, including the following: Alum of all
description 60 cents per 100 lbs., Paris white

Major General Com.
Ripoi bt No. 3, June 25—5 P. M.
7b Hon. E. M. Stanton,
Sre'yqf War:

lierfect success. The Teachers don’t fail to
inculcate patriotism as a duty, for no less than
ten of their former pupils are in the
Army and
two are in the Navy, and a son of the senior
Teacher Is a Lieut in the 4th Maine battery*

cy- The Boarding School for Boys adver-

HOUSE.

GOODS!

July 4th, 1863.

Celebration of the 86th

The speaker submitted the resolutions of the

ReikiruT No. 3, June 25—3.15 P. M.
To lion. E. M. Stanton, Sec'yqf War :
The enemy arc making desperate resistance to
the advance of our picket lines. Kearney's and
one half of Hooker’s Division is where l want
them. I have this moment re-inforccd Hooker's
right with a brigade an 3 a couple of guns, and
hope in a few minutes to finish the work intended for to-day. Our men aie behaving splendidly. The enemy arc fighting well also. This is
not a battle—merely an aflair of Heiutzciman'a
corps supported by Keyes, and therefore all
Roes well and we bold every foot of grouud wc
have gained. If we succeed in what we have
undertaken, it will he a very important advantage gained. Lota not large thus far. The
fighting up to this tiins has lieen done by Gen.
Hooker’s division, which has behaved as usual,
that is, most handsomely. On our right Porter
has silenced the enemy’s hattcry in his front.
G. B. McClellan,
(Signed)

tised in this paper, is one of the best institutions of the kind In the State. It is
pleasantly
situated at Kent’s Hill, and Messrs. Eaton &
Son arc men of the right stamp to make it a

State.

journed.

A ride at sunrise this morning along the entire front of the union forces, found
everything
ready for any emergency that might arrise.—
There has been less skirmishing within the Inst
twenty-four hours, than at any time aiuce the
battle of Fair Oaks. The condition of the
swamps for an encampment has rapidly improved within the last few daye.
The inovemeut8 of the enemy to-day have
been mysterious. Their pickets at some
points
have been drawn in for half a mile,while at others
they remain as usual. The ground vacated by
the enemy is now held by our
troo|>«.
The Richmond pajicre of
to-day contain nothof
the
special
interest,
arrival of Gen.
except
ing
Price. No mention is made of the whereabouts
of Gen. Beauregard's army.
Rnrnnrr No. 3, June 95—1.30 p. M.
To Hon. E. M. Stanton, Nec'y qf War:
We have advanced our pickets on the left considerably to-day under sharp resistance. Our
men have behaved very
handsomely. Some firing still continues.
G. B. McClellan,
(Signed)
Major General Com.

Chicaoo, June 25.
Returns from all but 4 counties foot
up a mathe
bank
jority against
article of 4500; against
congressional appointment 7500. The negro
proposition denying the right of suffrage ami
holding office was adopted by almost nine tenth
vote.
The pro|msition to exclude them from
coming into the State was adopted by a nearly
two third vote. They consequently form a
part
of the old constitution. These articles were
voted on separately from the constitution. The
minority against the new constitution thus far is
about 13,000.

occupy,

relatively, the same position as town officers.
If, however, the soldier hits been discharged
from services, he is entitled to no aid from the

“GOO

on

The confiscation bill was taken up.
Mr. Browning opposed the bill as unconstitutional.
The President pro tem presented a communication from Governor Gamble of Missouri, transmitting the resolutions of the State Convention
relative to gradual emancipation.
A long and spicy debate ensued which war
participated in by Messrs. Dixon, Hale and
Wade, but without taking action the Senate ad-

Uniob CiroaOR—Ookbection.-—Owing to
our unaequaintance with local matters in this
city, we And that an error crept into the brief
paragraph in relation to Union Church, which
appeared in Tuesday’s I'iiehs. Wc spoke of
the congregation worshipping in Mechanics’
Ilall as the congregation that recently occupied Union Church, and as though the organ-

4th, 1776.

ment.

of woman’s

kind solicitude for the weak in distress.

July

Mr. Lane of Ind., gave notice of a bill to repeal the agricultural act.
Mr. Trumbull, from the
liciary Committee,
rcjiortcd back the general bankrupt bill, with a
recommendation that it be postiwned till next
December. Laid over till to-morrow.
He also reported back the the bill to prevent
members of Congress and officers of the government from taking any compensation for procurcontracts with the government, with on amend-

more

and over it in Its passage through the street.
It was done; the little tree bent in submission

DRY

over.

Gen.

a

on

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
i

BOSTON

TUCKER A WEBSTER,

Porevcr! !

AND DEALER* I!f

Public
Lands, reported back the bill to increase the
revenue by reservation and sale of town cites on
Public Lands.
Mr. Fessenden offered a resolution that the
several Departments of the government publish
in a daily paper in Washington, every Tuesday,
a list of contracts solicited on the
subject oi the
matter thereof, the names of the contractors and
all
persons known to be interested, directly or
indirectly, and of persons who make a request
or recommend
making such contracts. This
provision is not applicable to bids made in pursuance of the advertisement or
purchases made
according to law, but shall apply to the proposed modification of existing contracts.
Laid

Antklpalcil

I Jiion

BUSINESS CARDS.
Fashionable Clothiers,

CONGRESS—First Session.

Mr. Harlow, from the Committee

DRY GOODS.

PORTLAND.'

CITY OF

SENATE.

directly

axe

AMUSEMENTS.

Caps,

AT HARRIS—OPP. POST OFFICE
NOT1I1MG

NEW!!

The French Conformeteur!!!
HAVE USED IT FOR THREE YEARS,
w5wl

tir No extra charge for making hats to order.

Tvlili-tary Chapeaux, Book, Card &
Cap*

and

Gauntlet*, sold low.

BY HARRIS.

Terms

Ca*h.

OPPOSITE l*osT OFFICE.
2udis

Fancy Printing,

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE MESS.

I

THE MARKETS.

The Happiest Days of Life.
tflked a little pfattling, bright-haired boy,
Who scarce had seen the fourth bright siiinmergan

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Tell me, which arc the happiest days of life?
When will the glass of Time most smoothly run?

Expressly corrected

Olive Oil.*
Castor < HI.
Neats foot Oil.

for the Taras to June 23.

Aslifii*

I asked a toil-worn man of middle age,
Who with the world hail
bard and long,
The shade of sorrow faded from his brow—
He quickly said, "The days when I was young,"
I asked an aged man, who seemed Just ripe
For death’s relentless sickle to destroy;
And, looking back though the dull inist of yearn,
He answered quickly, "When I was a boy—

Beaaa*
beaus. Marrow p bush.
beans. Pea.
beaus, Blue Pod.

happiest

struggliif

happier, brighter days," he said;
this vale of tears a rest is given—
Eternal joy and happiness complete
Are found by those who rest at last in Heaven."
are

"Beyond

A Ballad.

I do not love thee—yet, wlien thou artgone,
I hate the sound, though those who
s|»eak be
Which bn>aks the lingering <*cho of the tone
Thy voice of music leaves upon the ear.

dear,

< umberland
p ton.
Coal Whiteaah.
Coal, Lehigh.....
Coal, Frauxliu.
CadTe#
CoBbe. Java p lb.
Coffee, ht. Domingo.
Coffee, Rio
Codec, Mocha.

Cordage, Mauilla

boltropc,

Tltere

was many affectin ties which made
hanker arter Betsy Jane.
Uer Hither’s farm jined our'n; their cows
and our’n squencht their thrust at the same
spring; our old marcs had both stars in their
forrerds; the measles broke out in both families at nearly the same period; our ]>arienU,
(Betsy’s and mine) slept regularly every Sunday in the same mcetin house, and the nabers
used to obsarve:—
“How thick the Wards and Feasleys air!”
It was a sublime site, in the spring of the
year, to see our several mothers (Betsy's and
mine), with their gowns pinned up so they
couldn't site ’em, effeckshunitly biiiu sope together, A ahoosin the nabers.
Altho I hankered intensely arter the objeck
of my affeckshuns, I darrunt tell her of the
fires which was ragin in my manly Buzzum.
I’d try to do it, but mv tongue would kerwollop up agin the roof of my mowth, & stick
there like death to a deceased AfHkin. or a
country postmaster to his oflis, while my heart
me

tuj

wheat Klale

IIW

Uht’

an

UlU-IU^mOlH'U

agin a barn flore.
a carm still nite in Joon.
All natcr
husht and nary zeflbr distorted the screen
"ileus. I sot with Betsy Jane on the fense of
her father’s pastor. We'd Iteen rotnpin threw
the woods, kullin flours A driving the woodchuek from his Nativ Lair (so to speak) with
Twas

was

long sticks.

Wall we sot thar on the fense a swingin our
feet two and fro, blushing as red as the Baldinsville skool house when it was fust painted,
and lookin very simple, I make no doubt. My
left arm was ockepied in ballunsin
myself on
the fense, while mv right was wounded luvin
round her waste.
leared out my throat, and tremblingly
^
“Betsy, you air a Gaze He.”
I thought that air was putty fine. I waited
to see what effcck it would have upon her. It
evidently didn’t fetch her, fur she up to tne and
said:—

“You’re

a

sheep.”

Sez I:—
“Betsy. I think murhfy of you.”
“I don’t bleeve a word
you say—so there,
now cumwith which observation she
hitched away from me.
“1 wish thar was winders to
my Sole," sed
I, “so that you could see some of my feeiiugs.
There’s lire enulf in here," sed I, striking my
buzzutn with my flst, “to bile all the com beef
and turnips in the nabcrhond.
Versoovius
and the Critter ain’t a sarkinstance I”
She bowed her head down, and commend
drawin the strings to her sun bonnet
I continnered. Sed I:—
“Ar, could you know the sleepless nitos I
worry through with on your account, how vittlcs lias seized to be attradiv to
me, A how
my liuis has shrunk up, you wouldn’t dowt me.
Gaze on this wastin form and these air sunken

cheeks-”
I should have continnered

this stranc
for sum time, but
unfortnitly I lost my
Huns and fell over into the
pastur kcrsmash,
tearing my close and severely damagin myself
on

Cribly

ginerally.
Betsy Jane sprung to my assistance in double (juick time, and
dragged me 4th. Then
drawing herself up to her ftill hite she sed:—
“X won’t listen to your noneents no
longer.
Jes say rite strate out what you’re drivin at
If you mean getting hitched, I’m in.”
I considered that aireouff for all the practi-

cal purposes, and we proceeded
immcjitly to
the parson's, and we was made 1 that
very

nite.

Yours trewly,

Autkmas Ward.

Modf.l Widow.—She wouldn't wear her veil
up on any account Thinks her rnmplexion
lairer than ever, in contrast with her sables.—
Sends bark her new dres-s because the fold of
crape on the skirt isn’t deep mourning enough
Steadily refuse* to look in the direction of a
dress coat for —one week. Wonders if that
handsome Tompkins who passes her window
tluv is

M’nrv

will

Snaunn
4..
itt
-—-—uuit

phc

marry again! In verv fond of drawins off her glove and resting her little white
hand on her black bonnet,
thinking that it may
be suggestive of an early
application for the
same.
Concludes to give up housekeeping
and tries boarding at a hotel.
Accepts Tompkins's invitation to “attend the children’s conto
cert,” juft
please little Tommy ! Tommy
is delighted, and thinks Mr.
Tompkins is a very
kind gentleman to give him so much
candy
and so many lion-bons. Ufa mamma
begins to
admit certain little alleviations of her
sorrow
in the shape of protracted
conversations, rides
walks, etc. She cries a little when
Tommy
asks tier if she has not
forgotten to plant the
flowers iu a certain
cemetery.
Tompkins
comes in and thinks her lovelier than
ever
smiling through her tears. Tommy fa se nt out
into the garden to make
“pretty dirt pies” (to
the utter demolition of a new frock and tmwsers), and returns very unexpectedly to find
his mamma’s cheeks very
rosy, and to be tossed
up into the nir by Mr. Tompkins, who declare*
himself to be his “new, new' pa.”
ever

—A barrister entered the hall with Ids
wig

verg much awry, of which he was not at all
apprized, hut was obliged to endure from almost every observer some remark on its
ap!»-*ninoc, till at last, addressing himself to Mr
Curran, he asked him:
“Do you sec anything ridiculous in this
answer

OitioiK

or

was,

“nothing

Si.AtiDKit.—Slander originate*

...

—Perpetual sunshine suits not the state of
the natural world; perpetual success fa
by no
means
favorable either to human
happiness
or virtue*.
is
Hunger
nwowary to triv<* a r«*lisli to food; the gloom of winter is the
happiest recommendation of the cheerfulness
and
bloom of spring.
-______

—A certain

clergyman, modest, almost to
asked by a country apothebu'liluluess,
ean. of a contrary character, in
public and
crowded assembly, and in a tone of voice sufwas

e

ficient to catch the attention of the whole
company, Slow it happened that the patriarchs
hied to sUCh extreme old
age?” To which
•jliestion he immediately replied:
took
no
"Perhaps they
physic.”
—

The

tions timt

—

Washington
come

to

us

Star says “the indicathrough the press and

other reflexes of the

popular sentiment in the
Border States, show unmistakably the
rapidity
with which President Lincoln’s wise and be-

neficent

gaining

compensated emancipation |M>licy

favor in those .state*..'

fa

9

8
0
0
0

50
00
00
00

261
21
20® 21
none.
11
121
11
141
13

1°}®
12]®
10]®

....

14 ®

12}®

1 20 ® 1 30
03 ®
16 (aj

04
25
40
21
41

17®
17
4

®
®
6®
6®

Sulphur.

6]

0
8
2J®
92
86®
36 ®
42
10}® 12
22 ®
30
1 00 ® 1 25
16 (n)
00
88 ® 1 12
66® 60
68 ®
70
1 70 ® 0 00
10 ®
20

Soda.
Camphor,.

Sal

Cream Tartar.

Logwood
Magnesia.
ex.

Indigo. Mauilla, fine.
Madder.

Rhubarb.
Alcohol...
Fluid.

Campbene..

Saltpetre.

12 ®

Vitriol.
Harwood,.

Lead.
Planter*
Per ton Soft.
Bed

Camwood.
Fustic.

Cuba.

*'

Savanvilla,.

4]

2}

1!®

®

02
06
00

11 ®

12

4
02

Hypernic.
Logwood, Campeachy.
8t. Domingo.
Extract Logwood.
Nic
Peach
Red

00
00

2}®
®
4}®
02 ®

\’<a)

1}®

Wood.....
"

Ground.
Proriaion**
4 ‘hicago Mess Beef..
Portland
do
Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.

Pork, clear.
Pork, nn*ss.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Hams.
Prod ace*
B«*ef p quarter, p lb....
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes, phrl.
Aimles, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkics.

8]®

4}

Bum, Portland distilled..
Saleratas*
Salcratus p lb.
Salt*
Salt, Turk’s Is., p hbd. (8 bus.)....
Salt, Liverpool,.
Salt. Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
Ground Butter Salt.
Starch, Pearl.
Starch, Potato.
Shot—P 100 lbs.

Khore.

Labrador.
healed
box.
No. 1.
Mackerel i> bbl.
Bay No. 1..
Bay No. 2...
Bay No. 3...

Shore No. 1.
«
u

2.
3.
4.

**

00
00
00
00
00

47 ft
83 ft
28 ft
86 ft

00

60 ft
26 ft

66
45

3 25 ft 3 75
2 26 ft 2 76
2 00 ft 2 60
1 26 ft 1 75
1 00 ft 1 26
2 76 ft 3 00
8 50 (ft 4 26
20 ft
22
12 ft
16

8 75 ft 9 00
6 76 ft 7 00
none

8 75
6 76

ft 9 00
ft 7 00

Almonds—Jordan
lb
Soil Shell.

Shelled....
Currant*.
Citron.
Wil. Pea Nut*.

Fig*,

13 ft
25 ft
00 ft
32 ft
2 25 ft 2

common.

Layer.

Dates.
Prunes.
Flour —Portland

inspection.

Flour, Superfine.

Flour, Fancy...

Flour, Extra.
Flour, Family.
F'lour, Extra Superior.
Western extras.

fancy.
superior.

"

Ohio extra.
family.
Canada

superior.

fancy.

extra.
double extra..

Rye Flour.
Buckwheat Flour 4* lb.
Corn Meal.
jlraia*

30
12
35
60

none

Klemc.

Lemons, bx.

Orange*
ltaisina—
Blue, cask...
Black.
Bunch, box.

lfl

15 ft

20

(60 ft 6 00
4 00 ft 4 60
8 00 (ftlO
3 20 a, 3
3 60 « 3
07 ft

8pft
4
4
6
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
4

60
87
25
50
12
00
50
60
50
00
75
75
87

ft 4 75
ft 6 00
ft 6 37
ft
ft
ft

ft
ft
to

ft
ft
ft

(ft

50 m
00 ft

02 ft
3 60 ft

R.ve.

Oats.
South Yellow Corn.
Corn, Mixed
Bariev....».
Shorts 4> tou. 17
Fine Feed. 22
'•riadsiaam.
Grindstone*. Rough,
ton........ 17
Grindstones, Dressed. 80

00
40
02
09
10 j

5
7
6
4
5
6
6
5
6
f»
7
4

75
25
371
76
75
00
20
00
00
25
00
25
21

47
48
58
00
00
00

88
60
ft
5o
ft
ft <3
02
(ft
(a 19 00
(ft24 00

00
00

(ft.20 00

ft35

00

day*
Hay \y

net

ton, Screwed...

.....

»»•.*

12 00 @18 (0
MO W

IlidoRnd Skims.
Slaughter Hides.
Calf Skin*.
Calcutta

4 10 @ 4 38
3 50 ft 7 25

Cow—Slaughtered

5
f»9
1 tfo

^4,10

W

6

a)

10
<£ 1 70
1 26

Green Salt.

1 16

Dry.

90
75
40

1 00
y.i
70

16

17

Shoep Felt*, Green.

Sheep l*elt«, Dry.
Hops.

First Sort, 1801.
Iron.
Common.
Refined Iron.
Swede.
Norway.
Cast Steel.
German Steel.
Knglitdi Btts. Steel.

m

2100

3] «>

00
&i
00
17
124
15
7

U. .«*
&i„j
10
11 .ay
14 w

Opoj

Spring..

Sheet Iron, Engli*h...
Sheet Iron, Ku»*ia.
Sheet Iron, Russia. im’t.

5}

6faj

10

lg
124

w

lord.

Parrel, \> lb.
Keg*, i» lb.
brasher.
New York, light.
"

8»-o>

19

md. wt«

"

“.

@

21
24
24
20
yo

29 «j
24 .ai
m ,uj

American

i,ort'j*n
and l’i|>e.
Sheet

s,'

21 <y

heavy.

.laughter.
Calf Skin*.
Slaughter Wax Leather.
licad.
American l‘ig, p 100 lb.

84

gV^j

15

10

7 76
8 00
7 76 tg, 8 00

9 U)

9 25

l/amker-From the yard.
Clear Pine—No. 1.•» M -»00 00
No. 2.
No. 3
No 4.

?P">«',.
ltox

31 (10 „<«l 10
24 00 r.,00 09
14 00 ritflO 00
12 00
14 00
K 09 (g 12 90

Shook*. (ca*h).

Clapboard., S extra.
1'

Shingle*, Cellar, extra.
No. 1.
l'x,ra 1UUC.

a
.a
Ijllh*.
Spruce.
"
Pme.
Red Oak Stave*.
Mol. llhd Shook* ft Head*, city
"
•Sl'Kdo
country
Green Rawed, without heading.
**

Riff-.
!llacknicUck
°°r v v
•..
limber, p tun.

J?r>

Lime.
Lime, Rockland, ca*k.

13
39
2
2

2
1
1

20
2
2
1
1
1
20
8

45 w
59
Oil
15
DU u32 00
50 <■ 3(«)
00
2 26
59 ,<j 8 75
15 o 1 SO
37 n 1 ia
00 «35 00
lo (£ 2 124
00 a 2 121
4o w 1
oo
\ m
10 a 1 15
00 « 22 00
UU ^10 W)

,g

65

M olllMCx.

Molasses, CienAigo*.
Mola**e*. ( uba clayed.!
Molas.se*,
tart.
Mola**e*.
Musctnada,
Molasses, New Orleans.
Portland S>rup
hhd,
Ninila.
'*

.;•••
•\Rinl Stare*.

Iff:.
'‘"rlU

lurpeiitio* figal.
Oakum.
Oakum, American.
Oil.
Portland Kerosene
Illumiuat’g Oil

Machine.
Clarine.

..

Sm rm Winter.
!
U hale, ref W inter.
Summer.
(Irand 11.uk and Bay Chalenr....
..

'•

?!“»"•.
.'".'■v1.
„.
'•»'d Oil.

@

70

•>«

.M

»!

,*>
‘£i\n

23

<1
27* <2

;*»

~

IMbUgSl
3 2.5

a

3

60

60

g 00
1 05
gi

30

.,

II 1.1

1 79
f*

a

0 33

76
1 09
59
5;
17 no
10 00

«

<3 1 fifi

in

93
59
is 09
17 00

«

no

«

87 rnj

S3

76

go

Apples in market,

and

are

TEAS.—Choice grades of Oolong are firm at 70@
lots to the trade. A fhir article of Oolong sells at 582j65c; Ankoi and lower grades 46^66;

75c in small

selling at

and Hyson 76j£l 00 p lb.
TOBACCO.—Tl»c market is much excited, and
large sales are made at 3*6c advance from prices of
two or three weeks past.
We quote 6s and 10s, best
brands, 4£'<$48c( Mediums 88:<£41c, and Common
33236c. Best brands, half lbs, 40*61, Medium to
Good 41'*43c, and Common 33*38c. Natural Leaf
lbs 43*58, and Fancy in foil 78 *’#1 p lb. There is
but little old Virginia Tobacco now in market.—
Stocks are composed chiefly of Western Tobacco.
FREIGHTS.—Vessels to load for Cuba have been
in very active demand, and freights have
recently
improved. The Bark Emma F. Chase has been chartered for Matanzas at #7 60 p M. for Lumber, and
20c for Sugar Box Shooks; Brig Col. W. Coggins has
also been chartered for Matanzas at 20c for Box
Shooks. Brig Hiastelain was chartered last week, to
load lumber at St. Stephens, N. B., for Barbadoes at
#7 60 P M. To Liverpool 85s is offering to load Deals.
At St. John, N. B., #7 60,*8 p M is
offering for Lumber to the Wiudward Islands, and #12 p ton for
Hay
to Ship Island, and #7 to Norfolk.

chiefly in

small lots from

country

wagons.

Country

2 50 @ 2 75
2 124w 2 374
2
2 37*
1 10 @ 1 20
20

124@

9

6J@

64

2j @

2j

00 @ 9 50

899c with an active demand.
COFFEE.—The market has rnled quiet and prices
firm at 26@26| for Java, and 20* 22 for Rio, and 21c
for St.

Domingo. The

extreme

high price

for the

pure has had the effect to diminish the sales of geuuinc Coffees, and increase the use of substitutes and
adulterated articles.

MISCELLANEOUS.

CREAM TARTAR.—Wo quote 85942c
lb. The
latter price being for the pure article unadulterated.

HOMESTEADS FOS $20.

price firm with an upward
tendency. Sales confined chiefly to cash.
CEMENT.—There is a steady fair demand for Ce-

7
6

6
6
4
14
8

@

10

p lb.
Clove*.

40
22

@
ic

17t@>
Y,\u

Nutmegs.
l>PP<*r.

00 a
7;, a)
16 ai

Mace.

Pimento.
Seed**
Herds Grass,.
Western Clover......

14

Top..

Linseed.

Canary.

Sajgar* Portland

in

Sugar, Havana Brown.
White.
Sugar,
Sugar, Coffee Crushed.
Sugar, Crushed.
Sugar, Cirauulatcd.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tallow.
American refined.

81®
10 (a)
9 w

10
101

lOj
lOj

8l:f$
6pg

9
6

75 (to 1
75 & 1
45 (aj
45 (<gj
48®
38
33 a>
46 a)
41 nj
3:1 aj
43 :»}

Natural Leaf. pds.
Fancy, in Foil..!.
Tia.
Banca. cash.
Straits, cash.

00
00
65
50

gj

48
41
3*}
51
43
38
63
1 00

38^

00

34}.«*

35}

^

6's and 10*s common.
half jkIs. best brands.
half |»ds. medium good.
half pds. common..

78

9 75 ^10 00
11 50 <t;12 00
7 75 & 8 00
31
40 <®
23 jv
20 ;o|
14 (g}

Flax

2 00
2 50
2 00

14}

ply.

4 00

6 00 ® 6 25
4 00
5 00

5j'gJ

k]

1

Philadelphia.

Baltimore.
l,oui*.
Cincinnati
V...

St.

........

6}

9

(«}

00

lG}/£;

1 17

90

Paris.
Amsterdam.
Bremen, rix dollar.T....
New York—at sight.

w

50
00

6
40

a)

tw

76}®

(a}

32}
40}
77

1-10 dis

(a i dis
(<r } dis
8 « 0 dis
0^2 dis

RATES OF DUTIES.
An additional
merchandise not
or

of 10 per cent, is levied on al
imported direct from the place ol

duty

production.

ASHES—10 per cent., ad val.
BHEAD.—30 per cent.
BITTER.—4 p cent.
CANDLES.—Sperm and Wax, 8c., Tallow, 2c., per

box.

New Fish

coming

to market in

Gamboge, Ipecac, Jalap. Juniper Berries. Manna.
Quicksilver. Rhubarb. Sarsaparilla. Sponge*, Verdigris. Vanilla Beans, 10 per cent, ad val.—II vdriodate
and Prnssiate Potash, Peruvian Bark, 15 per cent, ad
val.—Otric Acid, Castor Oil, ( obebs, Essential Oils,
Epsom Salts, Isinglass. Flor Sulphur, Senna Arrow
Hoot, blue or white Vitrol, Ginseng, 26 per cent.—
Copperas, 25c p 100 th.—Bleaching Powder*, 30c p
100 Ids.—Alum and Sago. 60c p 100 lbs.—Refined Borax, chromate and bichromate Potash, Sugar of
Lead and Argols, 3c p lb.—-Opium, 91 p lb —Balsams and .Sulphate Quiuiue, 30 p cent.—Alum, Sal
Soda and Soda Ash $e p !b.—Bi t'arb Soda, Caustic
Soda. IJquorice Root, 1 c |> lb, and ground do 2c p
lb. Liquorice Paste, 5c p lb.—Refined Camphor
and ( ream Tartar. 6c |> lb.—Tartaric Acid, Tartar
Emetic. Rochelle Salta, Gum Copal, and others gums

DVEWOOD8.—Free.
DUCK-25 4» 6ont. ad vnJ.
FEATHERS-30 4* cent ad val.
FISH.—Per 100 lb foreign caught; Herring 91;
Mackerel 92; Salmon 93; and all other pickled in
hrls. 91 60 4> brl.—otherwise 60c per 100 Ids. From
Province* free.

FRUIT.—Lemon*, Oranges, Bananas and Plantains 20 p rent, ad val
Almonds 4e, and shelled do,
6c per lb—Nats and Dates, 2c 4* lb—Currants, Figs,
Plums, l’raue* aud Raisins, 5c 4* lb—Citron 30 p
ad \al.
GRAIN—Com and Oat* 10c; Rye and Barley 15c;
and Wheat 20c per hush
From Br. Provinces, free.
—

LEAD

and

,n n

irin

Heavy,

»

a*

and

41 ..41^

fur

r._

Light ldo/Hc,

l’ig and Sheet lead are firm at #7 75®8
for l’ig, and 9«9 25 for Sheet and
Pipe.
LIMBER—Wc quote Shipping Lumber from the
at
#12a
14. and No. 1 Pine, #36 p M, No. 2 #34,
yard
and No. 3 #24. Spruce is worth from #Ida 12; Hemlock SRa.10. Clapboards, Heart Kxtra are
selling at
«*>»«: Clear do #20q2K; No, 1, #12514: Sap,
Clear #23 a,26; Spruce Extra arc worth #12al5, and
No. 1 #10511. Shingles. Extra Pino anquoted at
#2 50 n3 75, and Clear Pine #2 7553. Laths, Pine
are selling at #1 37*1 62, and Spruce at #1155120.
< ana-la Piue from the cars is selling at #1 25a 137,
and Spruce do, #1 1551 25, and Eastern line from
vessels #1 OO.al 10, and Spruce 80c. llackmetack
Tind-er we quote at #85,10 p Ion. Ship knees, 4 to
12 inches, 165,00 p inch, ltox Shooks 46 to 60c.
LIME —There Is a steady active demand for new
Rockland Lime at 65:a 70c p cask.
LARI).—Sales are confined chiefly to small lots at
8; u Sjc in Mils., ami 8 Jude in kegs.
MOLASSES.—The demand for the past week has
a little less active than for the two or three
weeks previous, though Importers an- firm at 24o for
Cuba Clayed, and 22! o 23c fur Tart, and 27a,W) for
Muscovado. A cargo of Tart sold oarly hut wock at
22 )c.

Portland

Syrup is selling at
The stock of Molasses

18Je in hints
Monday

and

RINDSTON KS.—Rough—Free.
GIN POWDER.—30 4* cent. ad val, per cask of 26
lbs.
HIDES k SKINS —10 P cent, ad val.
HOPS.—10 4* cent.
IRON.—Pig and Scran, 96; Bar, rolled or hammered, 915; Railroad 912; Boiler 920 4* ton; Sheet
926 p ton.
LEATHER—30 p cent.

21c in hbls.

NAILS.—Cut lc. Wrought 2c, Assorted 3c p lb.
NAVAL STORES.—Turpentine, Rosin, Pitch, Tar,
20 p cent, ad val.; Sp. Turpentine 10 cents 1* gal.
OAK CM.—Froe.

STORES.—Turpentine has declined, ami
quoted at #1 #551 70 p gal. Prices for Tar,
lhtch and Rosiu are nominal, and but little
doing except in retail lota at high prices. Oakum lias recently
advanced, and is now quoted at 6) *7Je.
OILS —We notice a reduction on Portland Kerosene < til, which is now wiling from the
Factory at She
p gall. Other Coal oils an- olleriug on the market
at 27;q30c, but with limited demand. Sperm Winter
and crude Whale Oils are firm, and prices
tending
upwards, llank and Short- Fish Oils hat e advanced
hid.
Olive Oil has advanced, and now sells
25q60c p
at #1 80.51 55 p gall.
ONIONS.—Are scarce at #2 5053 p bn., except

(i

LEAD -Pig ljc 4> lb.
LIME.—lo p cent, ad val.
MOLASSES.—6c p gal.

OIL.—Sperm, Whale, aud other Fish oil*, of Foreign Fisheries; Ncatsfoot, Linseed, lleuipseed and
Kaposeed, 20 per cent; Olivo in casks, Palm, Seal, and

10, olive Salad 30 per cent, ad val.
FAINTS.—White Lead, dry or ground in Oil and
Red Lead, 2 l-2c per lb; Litharge and Oxide of Zinc,
2 l-2c 4> lb; Prussian Blue 10c—Varnislies, Vermillion,
Chrome Yellow, Venetian Red 20—
Spanish Brow n,
dry, 20; in oil, 30 p cent, ad val—Yellow and other
ochres. 35c per 100 lb*—Paris White, dry, 36c, in oil,
91 35; Whitiug 25c D 100 lbs.
PLASTER.—Free.
PROVISIONS.—Reef and Fork lc—Lard, Bacon
ami IIhiiis 2c-Butter uud Cheese 4c p lb.
KM E
lc p !h
SALT.—In hulk 12c. and in hags 18c p 100 lbs.
STAKCII.—20 t> cent.
SOAP.—90 p cent.
SPICKS.—Ginger Root, 3c; Ground Ginger, 5c.—
Pepper am! Pimento, 6c.—('love*, 8c; Cassia, 10c
Ca»*ia Buds, 16c.—Cinnamon, 2Uc.— Mace ami Nutmegs, 25c p lb.
SEEDS. Linseed, 16c 4* bus;
Canary, 10 p cent.
Other kinds free.
SUGAR.—Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
M* lailn and Concentrated Molasses, 21c
p lb; above
No. 12. not refined, 3c; refined, 6c
p lb; when tinctured or colored, 8c.
TEAS.—20c p lb.
TOBACCO.—Leaves unmanufactured, 26; all other
kinds 90 p cent, ad val.
TIN —In pigs, free; Plates. 10 |> cent, ad val.
T\\ IN E.—3h p cent.
WOOL.—Coasting 18c p lb and under, 5 P cent;
under 24c p lb. 3c; over 24c p lb, 9c
p tF».
ZINC.—In blocks or pigs, lc: in sheets, 1 lc p lb.—
Mjuntfacturers of, 30 f» cent, ad val.
Cocoannt

replenished by

on

falling

consequence of high rates of exchange. T ins, we
quote Char. I C #9 75a 10; I X #11 50412; Coke
#7 7558.

NAILS.—Arc steady with fair demand.
#3 60 p cask; 5 p cent off for cash.

We quote

now

Bermuda, which

are

—

in active demand at 3! 5 4c

p Ih.

PRODUCE.—Eggs are more scarce, and in pretty
good demand at 12)» 14c p dog. Potatoes are in
this market Jt #1 12; n 1 311 p bbl. We quote Chickens
12a 15c. Turkeys 12517c. and Geeso9®12c. Veal is
selling by tin- carcass from the wagons at 4c. from
store, at hade. Spring Ijniih is selling at 7%#e.—
Fresh Beef by the quarter is worth from
5»7)c.
PUO\ 1.8IONS.— Arc dull ami prices depressed.—
I'erli is in nioderate demand, ami sales
Ex. Clear Pork #15 50516. Clear #14

Prime #11 all 50.

#12u 13.

held at 15 60a 16.

arc

50515,

Mess
is

Ex. Clear

#15 60qlO; and No. 2
clear 14515 50; Mess #13513 60; and Extra Mess
#14 514 60. Beef Is scarce, ami prices improving.—
We now quote Chicago Mess #14el4 75.
Hams have
declined. Wo now quote City Smoked 7
®7); Westt*rn are

sclliug

at O

«

7c.

FK.-UV quote Soft *1 bh>’ 1 t«». am! Hard
(ril fill |» ton, with ]<**«.« dciiiaml for

flsASI
fl

—

Exchange

Also

an

No*. 13 A 16

Exchange

assort-

EaeoTmT^

MEDICAL TESTIMOKT.
"We believe it to be, in the treatment of Mwrrmabe”
'TT !T,."r*w\?F,'^*£“*V»«««laecaa
* D —.tswrone Journal
’if ttil ill

PARASOLS

SUN

AND

4&C., <&0.,

'.byv^ found them alt that could kt derjrrj.
cm-ct has brm

Homeoputhic

PRica-SI nerbox.

boxes Vermont Cheese—beat dairies.
26Tubs Choice X'ermont Butter.
630 BbU. Family Flour.

J,

tail Dealers in

dL‘Oe

ROBINSON,
STREET.
4wised

No. 84 MIDDLE
June

23,1862.

MAJTKOOD-How Lost! How Restored!
Just

published,

in

sealed

a

Envelope.

CERTB.

PRICK BIX

Weaklier*, Involuntary Emissions. Sexual
to

A

Marriage generally.

Nervousness. Consumption. Epilepsy and Fit*; MenPhysical Incapacity, resulting from KeifAbuse, Ac.—By ROBT J. CULVER WELL, M. D.,
Author of the Crkkn Book. Ac.,
**
A Been la ThtamiA mf Saffcrcr^
Bent under seal, in a plain envelope, to
any address,
postpaid, on receipt of six ceuts. or two postage
stamps, by Dr. CH. J. C. KLINE. 127 Bowery, New
Vork, Post Office, Box, 468G.
June 28.
is4mdAw

FOURTH OF JULY

—

a

Jewelry, Toy
46

and

i_„m.

w

Goode

Store,

EXCHANGE STHEET, rOKTLAND.
dA

w3duA3dpjul4

SPIRITS TURPENTINE.
spirits turpentine.—w« invite
Natrona
trial of the Natrona Turpentine from all paintfor either House
a

or Ship work, inside or out.
It
is fttt from swe//, with flat enual to spirits,
evaporates no faster, and for Blind Work cannot lie excelled. It works Kyi’ai. to tlie common spirits on all
kinds of painting, or in (til Cloth manufacturing.
As evidence of the excellence of the article, the undersigued can refer to numbers of the first painters
of Boston and viciuity, if desired.
ers,

CHARLES TOrPAN,
Agent for Now England, 40 Fulton 8t., Boston.
For sale by Banker & Carpenter. Merrill & Brother,
8. J. Perkins k Co., Portland, and Chas. F. Potter,
Augusta.
june23wlm

Courage Invalids
CLEMS’

SUMMER

Cataloguo,

treating,

tf

SAMUEL ADLAM, Jr,
—

DSALKB

IX-

^.PLAIN^.

above, a l-amphlet on DISEASES OF WOMEN,
oa 1‘riratt fiitcrurt
generally; giving moat foil
information, with the nmsi uoduobtM refer.tect sad
trttinuminlt, without which no adrertking phvsieian
or medicine of this kind k
deserving of AIT roan.

aa

and

FURNITURE,
Importer

And

ivKXex wit ATgvaa.

mod Dernier in

!

CURE

General Assortment

nfOrder. by mail prnmptlr attended to. Write
your addrtaa plainly, and direct to Dr. II. N. Mamsox, aa above.

JnwrgTdAwfon
BUY ME AXD I’LL DO YOU GOOD r

of

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

Health and Btreagth Recited,
BY THE USE OF TUB

milE attention of purciMM-n is invitrd to f ho larva
XL mini desirable stuck ot I louse-keeping Ooods near
in store, as abote, comprising as it docs
nearly every
article usually needed in tbe furniture and
Crockery
Departments Ik ing one of the largest stocks in the
State, purchasers can It ml almost anv variety of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, salted to their differeut wauts.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
and toss of lime usually attending a selection of this
kind; and the subscriber is confident that, combining
as he dura the various branches of
house-fhrnishiag
basinew, lie ean ofcr goods at prices that will not
fail of proving satisfactory ou eaamiaatiou.

uneoAl

23. 1*2.

DIABRIKEA OR DYSENTERY
In persona of all ages, no inediriuc has ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
it work and at tin* same time leaves the bowels in an
as

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
That for Childn*n Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrhea or any irregularities of the bowels, all other remedies are insignificant, as compan d with

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
Children troubled with Canker in mouth
or stomach, or mothers suffering from
nursing sore
a
safe
and speedy cure is effected by the use of
mouth,
That for

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
That for Coughs. Hoarseness and Bronchial affections, there is no remedy extant that so universally
affords relief as

HOWES' COUGH TILLS.
Thul for ■
Pains in the
remedy is

lightuvM or Wherring in tho Chert,
side, or a loug standing Hack, the best

HOWE’S COUGH PILLS.
That as an expectorant and ameliorating
agent in
of Phthisic, Whooping Cough, and Confirmed
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
united verdict iu favor of

cases

HOWES' COUGH PILLS.
CLEM’S SUMMER Cl'RE is a pleasant, agreeablo
decoction of Roots and Barks, and contains not a
particle of Opium ou Dbuo of auy sort. It always
duos good, and never does harm.
By

tiieir works yk shall know

them."

G. C. Goodwin A Co., Boston, General Agents for
New England. 11. II. Ilav. Portland, and B. F.
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agents for Maine.
Cfi^old by Druggists and Merchants generally.

HOWES Ai. C O., Proprietors,
Belfast, Maine.

iswCmuol

money Lo*it.
OST. A SUM OF MONEY. The finder will 1m*
suitably reyvarded bv leaving the same at this
Office.

IJ

MEDICINE

Laiflcjr’s

dtf

THE Three .Storv Brick DWELLINGHol’SE. No.® Grav Street. It b in
go«Hl repair, and contains ten finished

rooms.
If not sold before the 16th of
August next, it will be sold on that day.
at 11 o’clock, A. M., at Auction, without
reserve.
Terms very easy. For information apply
to JOHN RANDALL, on the premia?*, or attha
store of RANDALL k WOODBURY, ou Comiaer*
cial Street, head l'?utral Wharf.
June 21. 1®»i2.
dtf

25 and 38 cents per bottle.

By the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, tho
fact has been established, that for the cun* of

filMMKK

ley Aslf. Thoroughwort. Rhubarb.
Mandrake. Dandelion, kc., all of which are so coni*
pounded as to act In concert, and aarirt Nature in
eradicating disease.
The efhet of this medicine is most wonderfhl -It
acts
directly upon the bowels and blood, by removing
alt obstructions from the Internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountain# or
life, purifviug the blood, cleansing it from all humors
and causing ft to course through every part of the
body; restoring the invalid to health and usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from thesystani. Liver Complaint, that mala wheel of so manv diseases. Jaundauce in its worst forms, all Billions IWsm snd
foal stomach.
Dyspepsia. t'ostivemws. all kinds of Humors, Indigestion. Headache. Dizzim**. l*iles. Heartbarn. Weakness. Pains in the side and bowels, Flatulency, Lorn of appetite, and a torpid or diseased Lirer, a disordered stomach or had blood, to which all
are more or less subject In
Spring and Mummer.
More than 30,000
persons have been cured by thia
medicine. It is highly recommended bv l*hvs(ciana
everywhere. Try it and von will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealer* in Medicine everywhere at only

For Sale.

MEDICAL STORE KEEPERS.

Cough Fills,

active, healthy condition,

AN If

ROOT ABB HBRB BITTERS.
S.r.«p«rlM». Wild rhnrr, Yellow
l^loMTOSKPof
Dock. Prick

—A XU—

Howes’

M ui.Mi

Dr.

138 and 140 Middle Street, Portland.
J unc

inquiry,

oaf

physician*,

Parlor, Obamber

_w

Sill’s

Fancy

edies of the kind have foiled to care; also «*-♦ a fo
warranted aa represented ia re erg reaped. or the
^
price will be refanded.
CT-BEWAKE OF IMITATIONS! Krieienaiae
and warranted unlere parchared rUrertlm of1»r m
« his KEMEIUAL INSTITUTE FOR SPECIAL
DISEASES, No. SR Union Street, Providence, R. I.
t*-Thk nreia/tlg embraces all diaearea of a If*.
ratr nature both of MEN ami WOMEN,
by a ran,
larlv edacated physician nf twenty years’
practice,
giv lag his whole atteution to theta.
f Jf■' '.n.nttation. by letter or otherwise are strictly
and
confidential,
medicine. will ha east by Rapreaa,
secure from observation, to all
parts of the United
State*. Alan, accommodations foe LADIES from
abroad wkhiog for a secure and quiet Retreat, with
good care until restored to health.
CAUTION —It lias been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollar, are paid to
swindling
quacks annually. In New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay It. Meat of Ihk asm eoares
oat of a class of peraons who are the least able to loss
It, bat once paid they ere acrcc grt it hart, and they
are compelled to aufovr the wrong in alienee, act dare
Ing to expose the cheat for fear of trpnmng throe,
te/m. All thk eoaiea from
wttbeat
to men who are alike destitate of
honor, character,
and akin, and whose only recommendation k their
own fokc and extravagant assertions. ia
prake sf
thewur/m.
If, therefore, yoa would avoid being
ham bagged, take do bmd's word, ev.mnfter what hit
pmfrtswnt nrr, but MAKE INQUIRY:—k will coat
you nothing, and may mve yoa many regrets; for aa
la nine ease*
of taa are
adrertking
bogut, there is no safrty in trusting <rey 1/ them, aa*
leas yoa know who sad what they are.
Kg'-Dr. M. will send rasa, hv enclosing one stamp

Britauii Tan, TaWe Cullen, ad Plaid Tan,

oratories." at

W. F.

RECEIVED,

Jane 23, 1862.

July,

a

Pairaa -FaH atrength, gift; Half Strength.
"
36;
Qaarter strength, S3 pee bottle.
S'**” Keioetnher! Tlik medicine k designed gw.
preasly for oobtisatb Taana, which all other rem-

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

A Varied Assortment of Fire-Works for the

r..,» (l

It k pat ap la bottle, of three dlf►teat
with flail direction.
clott/g tutted, to all

strength,
-_■
for
Being.and rent by express,
p*rt» of the country.

satisfactory.

oar

been nold without a tingle font.
when taken a* directed, and wilkthe Icaat Injun to health ia wan
9

\ctU*.

HAND,

K. J. D. LARRABEE 4 00,
No. 6V Exchange Street.

CELEBRATION^

Fourth of

nnt

large assortment of Oral, Gilt, Walnut, Ebony and
ROSEWOOD MOULDINGS,
Constantly on baud.

tal aud

,,

«rr

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE

or

Imp4*dimcnt*

HTOver ffOOO BtriTLES have

now

Is very extensive, being of the best manufacture,
such as Wiusor A Newton's OU aud Water Colors,
It rustic*. Drawing Paper*. Pencils.
(rayons, Oils and
Varnishes, Mathematical Instruments. An.
Our Stock embraces'all articles in this line, and la
the largiwt and b.*l selected in the State, and ws offer the best inducements to dealers and
photogiapnrs,
both as to quality of goods and as to prices.

on

and

En-

A very choice collection of Fine Engravings and
Lithograph*. which wc shall be happy tu show to any
who may call.

the nature, treatment
Alectttrk
AND^ RADICAL CURE of Spermatorrhoea
Seminal

Debility,

Thfa celebrated Female Medici no.
pore ruing virtue* unknown of any.
thing ol*e of the kind, and provkm
effectnal after all other* have foiled,
k designed for breh ma natan ran
anoLE LADiaa, and k the rare bed
thing known for the parpoae. aa It
will bring oa the hoitblt alcannas
in cans of obatraction. after all olbrr
re medic. of the kind have been
tried
in vain.

FRAMES.
Looking Glasses.

Will be cheerfully furnished with
which contains a complete list.

T,

Db. MATTISON’S INDIAN KMMKNAQOGCK.

Our Aaaortment of Artiati' Material*

our

N.

THE GREAT IMDIAM REMEDY
FOR FEMALES.

Frames, Engravings,

CONSTANTLY ON

WINCHESTER, filjon Sr.,

am-

[COPYBUJHT SECURED]

*ti.

liar and Oral Frames, with French Mirrors; GIH,
Ktmiiv and Imitation Kosewood Frames, both Oval
and Square, for Engraiings and I'hutograptM, at tow

Low IPrices.

LEACH A

1HK9

Six boxee tor fit, by Mail

8o.ld •‘i»hohwal* by W. F. PHILLIPS,
JuneiBdbwiw_Portlaxo, Mx.

Beef Toatrveft.

JUST

Their

truly wtmiirrful. I used tbm ia m
of .Sperma!orrb<ra of long
standing which hu
been under treatment for years. I think throe
boxes
will complete the cure.”—E. 1*.
Dicker, M. D.
t lf l hi* Is not a
remedy, nor is thrro
any mercury or other deleterious ingredient eombiut*u with it.

we

Manufacturer* of
GILT

UMBRELLAS,

which will be sold at

y

Srienr

Fine Oolong Tea*.
do.
Souchong
JOHN
LYNCH ft CO.
by

aud warranted

Weakness and General

Street.

OTA BBL8. Cragin k Co'», for nk> by
THOMAS SHAW.
Jam n
23,180.
dlOd
1M (ommcrcial Street.

prices

REMEDY FOR

Seminal

or

them, is one of the most in .idiom, and there tore
dangerona, of all the long catnlogae of haman Ills
It saps the very springs of Life,
rapidly andrrminea
the eomritatton. and rinks the
unhappy victim into
imbecility aad a premature grave! From oae to three
boxes of the Specific 1*111 bit suffleiert to rltoct a
permanent care in the most aug.\um>~j OWL whether
constitutional, or arising tom A bam or

Teas.

and

SPECIFIC

to

100 boxes 11. B. Sugar,
For sale by JOHN LYNCH k CO.
Jd3—3m

ORNAMENTAL
For Oil raiutings

Uai-

Irritability ia either Sex.
This malady, the IrrrMr
emurg amors of whieh are
too well known to re<|oira more than a
bare allasion

ItloloiMF* ami Sagar.
OKTh HHDS. Carden** Molaaaea,
a**v/ MO do. Mu*c*radn do.

Picture

^vpot in She

Spermatorrhoea.

of goods as can bo found in
any Frail Slara
the city.
SOLD CHEAP FOB CASH,
By WM. ALLEN, Jr.,
dtf

bottles, *1—Six

Bottles, SJ— Three
reepeetuMe

IteaatniMisiepiihfc
A

line and well selected

as

on nee
ounce

Sold by mil
rni'M.
** the So1® t'CUCT*1

J. WINCHESTER, DA Jonx Stuxxt, N. T.

Street.

ment

in

_.

tcdU*fati-s' byd

Currants. Citron. Prune*. Fig*. Date*,
RAISINS,
Preserved (linger and Chow ( how, (Jnara
ftc.

Jelly,

*5

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ao.

VELVET RIBBONS,

made for

City packed Clear

ST

LElfoN 8YRUP~
100G»d«:1^o“s^p*

GOODS,

EMBROIDERIES,

NAVAL

is

Street.

K. I. D. LARRABEE * CO,
Manufacturers, Importers, and Wholesale and

line of

fnll

a

HOHAIR HITTS,

was

the arrival of three cargoes.
METALS.—All kinds of metals are firm anil tending to higher prici-s, as inqxirtations arc
off in

No*. 13 k 18

FAIR TRIAL IS A CERTAIN CURE I

A

FT-PR! C KS—Ia sereu
BottlCT for SA. In sixteen

sardines!

CLOVES,

—

teen

itulExroRAXDCexxo other!

half boxes philliffi k ca**dd
S.nline*. For sale very low,
By WM. ALLEN, Jr..

HOSIERY,

v._\-

and

Is
after the

1ivUU
AHA

In almost endless variety,

ton.

Slaughter 24®. 26c.

Mediums

nrw>r.c

Navy Toberco-l lb. lumps,
N'xctau I
xr Cavendish,
100O do. Mrduor's okono
Natural Leaf,
■*
**
25U) do. Prior or Fluvama
600 do. I’rt Lamb—fair article,
WM. AU.KK, Jr.,
Nos. 13 ft 16 Exchange

5 „„ Tho
Fvrnor.
hriETL
being the Miner?Slnvt
Powxmrui. Bump Ciyrkat-s<-r»ous Debility
or'iw£fi!>nof
v,,»i powers, from
«Liu!S!k^,,M'
any cause,
the Remedy has no superior.
“WINCHESTERS GENUINE PREPARATION."
thaonly reliable form of Hypophosphitrh made
Original Formula of Dr. Churchill rW-i_.

TOBACCO.
OAAA POUNDS
/wUl'U 2000 do.

■“V

prepared to oflV-r them at
LOWER PRICES than ever

DRESS

Feed
817 |> ton for Portland, and 810 for Couada, aud
822*24 for Fine Feed.
GUN1HJWDER.—Dupont's Rifle and Sporting wo
quote 83 60* 7 26, and Blasting 4 10*4 38.
HAY.—There is an active demaud for Government,
and several vessels are on the birth, loading for
Southern ports. Screwed Hay is selling at 812^13 60

at

Chinese

For sale by WM. ALLEN, Jr.,
Nos. 13 ft 15 Exchange 8treet.

Selling cheap, by

specific

principle

assortment of Fire-Works,
A LARGE
Lanterns, American Flags, ftc.

Portland. Junf> 23

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

at

lilisinniiii

a

STOCK

are now

Ladies will also And

sold at 66 from store. In Shorts and
there is but little doing, and prices range

quote growth of 1861 at 816&17. Wc notice some
advance in other markets.
IRON.—Prices for all grades are very Arm, except
for Sheet, which is in limited demand at this *««son.
LEATHER.—Dealers are doing a moderately fair

resinous substances used for same purposes as Gum
Copal, 10c 4* lb.—Roll Brimstone, 96 p ton —Oil
Cloves, 70c I* lb.—Morphine, 91 p o*.—Alcohol. 4Ac
p gal —All other descriptions qnoted, free. Chicory
9
Root, lc p lb.

And

Europe-

mhec
other,

Formic low by F. A. SMITH,
19 A 21 SILVER STREET.

Jockeys,

OF

have
two-told and
•rtim, /,l''",^o"0*drsh*,,d
increasing the

Batter, Cheese, Flear.

Mantillaa, Gapes. Short Sacks, and

ATH> CURE

I,hv’t,'i*"*
»!s “? £££?

Street.

_

having been

HIDES.—Slaughter Hides are in tkir request at
61$6c, and Green Salted 115.* 1 25. Calf-skins ari/
active at 9910c, and Green Sheep Pelts at
75&90c.
HOPS.—The prices for Hops are nominal. Wo

Exchange

FIRE-W0RX8.

—OB—

TJsual

CHEESE.—4c p ft.
COAL.—(Retail.) From Hr. Provinces, free, other
foreign Bituminous 81; all other kinds 50c per ton.
COFFEE.—5c per ft.
COR DALE.—Tarred 2}c it ft. Manila 2c p ft, all
otlicr So p ft.
DISCOS axi> DY’ES.— Per ft. Acids, (nitric, oxalic,
and all others used for medicinal purposes or fine

or

IMMENSE

FLOUR.—The Flour market ruled heavy, and
prices drooping near tho close of last week aud early
this week. Sales of Wisconsin and Western Extras
were made at 85*6 60, and Superfine 4 25*4 60, and
Panada Supers at 4 75, and Fancy 6 37} *5 50; Extras
at 6 76 (<*6 00, and Superior 6 60*6 76 f> bbl. The
receipts maintain an abundant market.
GRAIN.—Porn is firm and price* improving. New
Western Mixed sells from store at 58a61c, and Old
Mixed 60&62c. We notice sale of a cargo 6600 bushels Old, duriug the week, at 6»c. Chi
Wednesday
last 1000 bushels New sold at 68c. Several lots unsound have sold at 66967c. Oats continue scarce
and active at 48^60c. We have heard of small lots

and Loose 813* 15

Crackers,

In store and lo arrive.

All of

Fine

Nos. 13 ft 16

1
Rail
JL*Jvf

Have this day marked down their

ample sup-

are

For sale by WM. ALLEN, Jr

jc23—3m

Had-

dock. and now quote 1 25o.l 76 V qtl. Scaled Herring have also advanced, and are selling at 20<<22c ?

(a) 2 60

02} ->g 1

on new

33
00
81
00

(g 2 38

42®

recent advance

BOXES No. 1 Gold Chop Fire
160,000 Torpedoes, No. 1.

TUI PREVENTION

Female Complaints, and all Disorders of
the Nervous and Blood Systems.
This remedy has obtained a
great reputation tor
most r. XTKAOKDIXARY fURRR IX All.
STALER Or
l7no* It is recommended bv many thousIn the l-nitrd States and
"i,h r"“"‘
*■ «*• —

CRACKERS!

EIRE
AKA

FOR

Consumption, Asthma, Chronic Bronchitis, Nervous
Prostration, General Dcbilitr, Dyspepsia, SerothIn, Marasmus, l,oss of Appetite, Neuralgia

CHESTS
60 do.
do.
2!-rh HALF
For sale

84 MkMIe Street,

Conn try Shooks remain steady at our quotations,
with a light demand. Headings are in good demand
at 21925c f> pair.
Shipping Hoops are dull at #2Tfro)
22. Sugar Box Shooks aro quiet at 46g}60c, with but
little doing at this season.
DUCK.—The Portland Duck Company are selling
at the following price*: For “Portland Duck” No. 1
62c \9 yd.; No. 2, 50e; No. 3, 48c; No. 4. 46c; No. 6
44c; No. 6, 42c; No. 7, 40c; No. 8. 38; No. 9, 36, and
No. 10. 34c; aud “Superior Navy Duck” No. 1, 61c,
and No. 10, 33c; Raven's Duck, 23c; Drills, 30 inch,
13c; Drills 24 inch, 12}c
yd.
DRUGS.—The same activity that has characterized
the Drug Market for several weeks past continued to
the close of tho week, with but little fluctuation in
prices. A slight advance is noticed in Alcohol, which
we now quote at 56960c.
Camphene declined 10c
during the week, and we quote 1 70 gall. Opium
is firm at improved prices.
FRUIT.—The demand for Oranges and Lemons at
the West, In the absence of the usual supply through
Southern ports, has produced an active demand in this
market, and prices early in the week advanced from
81 5092 00 on Lemons, which were selling on Monday and Tuesday at 88 60.96 06 box, and Oranges
8494 50? box.
a

ORANGES AND LEMONS.

*

Shooks, for Boston market, at 2 12}.—

FI8I1.—We notice

Baleiug.
Hemp

Slieathiug...
Exrhange*
On London—60 days.

10}

a)
10|®
lOjtfg

Teas*
Tea, Hyson.
Tea, Young Hyson.
Tea, Oolong. .V.....
Tea, Souchong...
TaWirca.
5's and 10’s best brands...
6's and 10's medium.

India.
Vara i ah.
Furniture Varnish.
Coach Varnish.
I>amar Varnish..%.s....
Vkraa«l.
Hard, retail.
Soft,
Waal.
Domestic.
PBtra.'..
Zlar.
Hgs and slabs.....
Sheet Moftsluiann-.

91

101

Hough.

I.X.
Coke.
Twine.
Cotton Sail.

Ilhd.

lasses

of th#

“d

OAA BOXES Medina
Orange*,
"
l^ moiiH.
/wUU 160 do.
Tux Bert Lot of Fruit in the market, for sale
by
WM. ALLEN, Jr.,
No*. 13 k 15 Exchange Street.

GOOD NEWS!!

LEACH A ROBINSON,

ample, though not sufficient to meet the demand. We notice sales daring tho week of 2500 Mo-

unnil.

Hates—
Char. tC...

EDWARD SHAW, Ageat,
102 Middlx Strkkt, Portland.
Jane 23.
dtf

GOOD NEWS1

v,rio‘7

For sale by WM. ALLEN. Jr.,
_ft 16 Exchange Street.

DRIED FRUIT, Ac.

THE

lots at 1 20* 1 80 4* bbl.
COAL.—Recent flooding rains having overflowed
some of the Pennsylvania Coal Mines and caused a
temporary suspension of operations, lias produced an
advance of 50c on White Ash and Lehigh Coals, and
dealers are retailing White Ash, Lehigh and Franklin
from the yard at 6 60 t? ton; we quote Cumberland
8 25*8 60 per ton, which price is merely nominal, as
there is little if any in the market.
CORDAGE—We quote Manilla Cordago 10 j 911c
and American 10^a He f» lb, and Russia Bo It rope
14;914$c and Manilla do. 12jsl3c, which prices rule
steady but firm.
COOPER AGE.—For several weeks past the demand for City Shooks has greatly exceeded the supply, but during the past week the 'stock has been
more

A.
Sugar,
A A.
Sugar,
Yellow.
Sugar,
Sugar, Extra Yellow.
Sugar, Muscovado.

200 1l^£myU,*'ofeTOry

For Sale by WM. ALLEN. Jr.,
Nos. 13 ft 15 Exchange Street.

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purchased from the Hannibal k St. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and nrnu.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of #26 each.
Maps, with Bill information, can be had by calling on

ment in small

MEDICAL.
1

NUT8 ! NUTS !

Souchong 46*60:

BEANS.—Choice Pea Beans are very scarce at high
prices, with an active demand at 83*3 25. Blue Pods
command 2 75a.3 00 and Marrow 2 50*2 76 {> bush.—
The receipts for the past two or three weeks have

7$

—

1000 ,.12(10
(i 00 ,, 7 ihi

stock of Green
8496 |> bbl.

00
60
7

lb.

Gua|iswder*

Blasting.
Rifle and Sporting.

60
00
50

_MERCHANDISE.

the Tax Bill.

BREAD.—The demand for Pilot Bread is steady at
&&6 25
bbl., and 3 76<«i4 00 for navy. Crackers sell
at 8 50
bbl. or 35fii40c F hundred.
BUTTER.—The supply of choice Family, from
the country, has been ample for the past week, and
prices have been drooping. We quote Country Ball
Butter 14@17c with some indication of an advance
from these prices late in the week. Store butter is
selling mederatcly at 12.oJ4c |b.
CHEESE.—Has been quite scarce in market for a
week past, and prices have advanced. We nowquoto
old New York and Vermont Cheese
and New

Cassia

growth

APPLES.—There is little if any demand for Dried
in tlm market, uncored are very dull sale at
2«8, and cored 6q*5. We quote sliced 6, though wo
have heard of sales at a little lower prices, but tho
supply is abundant and holders anxious to realize.—
Nova Scotia and Westem Mussets comprise the only

Apples

been

Ginger, (Bare).
Ginger, (Africa).

3 76

8$ <@

00 @14
60 ;«16
00 -«14
ft) (« 13
60 @15
00 ol 1

Spier**

none

Frail*

for Pearls.

The demand is active and

•'•iigitr,

ft
84 ft

active for the

7 (g/

Soap, Loathe k Gore’s, Trowbridge
k Smith’s Extra No. 1 p lb.
Soap. Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
Soap, «tar.
Soap, Castile,.
Soap, Crane’s.

Bed

ASHES.—The demand for Ashes lias been quite
past few weeks, though sales have been
confined chiefly to small lots at &&6 tor Pots, and 6J

25
25
25
25

Soap*

00

23
48

Note.—We wish it to he understood that our quorepresent prices of largo lots from first hands,
unless otherwise stated, and that in filling small orders, higher rates have to be charged.
tations

25 @ 8 50

Sta rrh.

00

08 ft

Red handers.

Dark*
Duck. Ravens,.
Duck, Portland, No. 3.
No. 10.
Navy, Superior, No. 3.
No. 10.,....
Tent Duck, U. S. 10 os.
.12 o*.
Featkera*
Feathers, Live Geese ? lb.
Feathers, Russia.
Flak*
Fish, Cod large V quin.
small.
Fish,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.
Fish, Hake.
Herring, Pickled. 4* bbl.

11

quote Ground #6*6 60 with a limited demand.
8UGAR.—Portland Sugars have advanced |o. We
now quote A 6jc; A A 7c; and Yellow
7jc. Havana
Sugars are firm, and prices tending upwards. Wo
quote Brown 8|0#}e, and White lG&lOje. Crushed?
Granulated and Powdered sell at 10jv*10|c.
3 ALT.—Is in steady demaud at the following prices,
viz: Turks’ Island 2 6<X*2 76;
Liverpool and Cadi*
#2 12J 2*2 371.
SEEDS.—Grass Seeds are less active as the season
advances. We quote Herds Grass #1 87fg2, and
Western Hover
and Red Top #3*3 25.
SPICES.—Are firm, and sales moderate at our quotation*. Dealers are anxiously awaiting the result of

BY M. If. KICK.

14 00 @14 75
50 (a.13 »>0

12
14
15
14
13
14

We

For the week ending Juno 24th, 18(52.

75

Veal.
Pickles, p brl.
Riee.
Bice p lb.

8}

®
02 ®

00 (© 8
00 @
60

<»eesc...

1]

03
**

Sapan

0
9
8
8
7
2
2
8
8

Review of the Market.

1 65 <R> 1 60
1 45 (@ 1 50
6
«, 5 60

Hard.

00

13

brazil Wood.

50 (8> 1 65
58 «; 1 75
05 p 1 12
50 jfc 3 00
3 @
4

lb.

Eng. Ven. Bed.
Litharge.

Dyewondn*

Shipping Lumber.

--

—

25 ®
60 ®
50 ®
50 ®

Aluiu.
Aloes.
Arrow ltoot.
borax.
brimstone (roll.).
lti Carb. Soda.

but the head.”

this way:
Mother Jasper told ine that she
heard Greatwoed’s wife say that John
Hardstone’s aunt mentioned to her that Mrs.
Lusty
was present when the widow
Baskinan said
that llertall s cousin thought
Ensign Doolittle's Sister believed that old Miss
Oxley reckoned that Sam Trixe’s better had told Mrs
Spaulding tliat she hoard John Uheunier s wio
man say tliat Mrs. Garden had two
husbands!”
--L.
in

9}

0 26 ®
00 ®

Cement—per bbl.
Drug* and Dye a#

"

---

wig?”
The

8
6
6
6

Russia..
Manilla..

do.

Courtship.

00

8j8 (S|
®

Cordage*
Cordage, American.
Cordage, Russia.

~Tl ISCELLANEO US7~

11}

_

Coal.

I do not love theo—yet, I know not why,
Wliate’er thou dost seem* still well done to me;
And often, in my solitude 1 sigh,
That those I do love an* not like thee.

wiiniiK'-vi

11®
30®

..

Caal—(Retail.)

I do not love thee—no, I do not low thee;
And yet, when thou art absent 1 am sad,
And envy e[en the bright blue sky above thee,
•
Whose bright stars may see thee and be glad.

A. Ward’s

2 60 @ 2 76
8 00 ® 8 25
2 76 ® 3 00

Candles.
Caudh*. Mould P lb...
Caudles, Sperm..
Cticene*
Cheese, Vermont p lb.
Cheese, New.

bb).

Portland Lead, in oil,.
"
l^*wis Lead,
Boston Lead,
French Zinc,
American Zinc. "
Bochelle, Yellow.

A

I asked a youth of manly foon and brow,
Just entering on his duty’s dailv rounds—
When will thy
days of lift* bo told?
He said, “Vvlieui have gained a thousand pounds."

But there

Onion* —per
do Bermuda

1
1
1
2

Paint**

Ashes Pearl p bbl...
®
6]
6 ®
6
Ashes, Pot.
pplrs*
Apples, Green p bbl. $4 00 @ 6 00
6 a)
7
Apples, Sliced p lb.
6 ®
6
Apples, Cored pp.
Uncored
2
lb.
3
Apples,
p
g
Bread*
6 00
5 25
bread. Pilot p 100 lbs.
3 75 p 4 00
bread. Navy.
Crackers per bbl.
3 50 ® 0 00
40
35 ®
Crackers, p 100.
Batter*
15 ®
17
butter, Family p lb.
12 ®
14
butter, Store.

He straightened up his little punv form,
As thus he might the tedious distance scan:
Imagination paints the glowing scene,
While thus he answers, "When I am a man."

«

~~

POETRY.

< taler* addressed to

GEO. C. GOODWIN k CO

Borroiv.

jnne21d4m
The

following

extract of an act of Uongres* in relaappointment of M*dieal Storekeeper* is
published for the informaliou of persona desirous of
applying for such a position:

Trout and other risking Tackle.
(!pii, Rifle*. Rgy«LVKKa,CtrrLRRY and
Srurrinn Gooim* generally.
Repairing and Stencil ( utting atteuded to as usual.
U. L. BAILEY,
4* EXCHANGE STREET.
_«Wf__

tion to the

ALSO.

Aw Act to authorise the
appointment of medical
storekeepers and chaplains of hospital*.
Re it enacted hi/ the Senate and Unuse
nf Representat ires if the United States of America m 1 V>opens
mlled, Thai tin* Secretary of War be authorized
to add to the medical department of the araiv medical storekeepers, not exceeding six in number, who
shall have the pay and emolument* of military storekee|H*r* iu the oiiarterniaster s department, who shall
be skilled apothivaries or druggists, who shall give
the bond and security miuired by existing laws for
iu the quartermaster’s departmilitary
ment, and wlio snail lie stationed at such points as
the necessities of the army may requin-: Rrorided,
That the provisions of this act shall remain in force
ouly during the continuance of the present rebellion.
Approved, May 20, 1^62.

STATE OF MAINE.

asst

:iTtJL

storektvpers

II. The following are tlie regulations which will
govern the ap)K>intineut of medical storekeeper* under tlie first section of the foregoing act of Congress
1. A board of not less than three medical officer*
will be assembled by the Secretarv of War to examine such applicants as may. by him, be authorized to
uiqtear before it.
2 Candidates, to Ik- eligible to examination, shall
be not less than twenty-five years or more than
forty
years of age; shall ikws*-** -uttieient physical ability
to perform their duties satisfactorily ; and -hall
present with their applications
satisfactory evideuce of
gmnl moral character.
.1. Candidates will Ik- required to («** a
satisfactory
examination iu the ordinary branches of a gotnl
English education, iu pharmacy and materia itu-dica: ami
to give proof that they posses* the requisite business
qualifications for the position.
4. The board will report to the Secretarv of War
the relative merit of the candidate* examined, and
they will receive appointment* accordingly.
5. When appointed, each medical
w ill
be required to give a bond iu the amount of *40,nut)
before he shall Ik* allowed to enter ou the
performa nee of his duties.
By order of tbe Secretary of War
L. THtdlAS, Adjutant General.
A Board of Medical Officers for the examination
of applicant* w ill Ih- convened in the city of Washington ou the first day of July, to coutiuiic iu sessiou
one mouth.
Applications to appear before the Board should be
addressed to the Secretary of War
Surgeon General’s Office, June 5. 1S«2.

storekeeper

juneS&tat

I

Adjctabt gkseral'i Officb,
Augusta. June 20th,
GENERAL ORDER No. 15.
The Governor and < ouimandeMn-Chief directs,
that all soldiers Is-longing to Maine, at home on thrlough or otlx wise. not having been di»clutrged from
service, will report themselves in perron or by letter
to the Adjutant to-aerml at Augusta forthwith.
All such person*, except th«*»e whose furloughs
have not expired, who fail to re|M»rt tin-niseiv»•* immediately, will he liable to be treated as deserters.
All officers of Maine Regiments or companies, ex*
eept thorn on |*aroh*. now absent from duty, will
be considered by the War Department as “absent
without leave," unless they report in person at their
or their aWner is
respective command*
duly authorized by orders from the V«ljufant General
of the I’niled States, which order must Is- Iwsvd
upon
a certificate which the I‘ay master will
require before
a pavment is mad** thereon.
All iuvalid ami wounded officer* of Maine, whoaro
able to traw l, although their disabilitv
may not havo
been removed, w ill immediately report in
person to
the t.rneral C ommanding the camp of Instruction at
Annapolis Maryland, ami thence proceed to their
command*, or remain at that post until an Examining
BoardVhall decide upon their ability to return todutv.
The foregoiug is in pursuance of orders from the
W »r Department at \\ a-Uiugton, and its
requirements
must uot Im* neglected.
/Iff <*rd. r »/ fit, I " Hnmmhr-iu-f'ki. t\

18®.)

imnWiately.

j
!
!

JUilN L. HO DM DON, Adjutant Genera).

